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Farmers Gearing Up For Another Phase Of Strike
Western Kentucky farmers are
gearing for. another phase of a
-agriculture-strike- with--a
farm commodities- "holding action"
S-22. -
' Joe Reliance, a strike 'Spokesman
with a communications office in
:::::jkid(og. Greet ,said striking farmers
-- throughout the nation plan a massive
'.!paritycade" to Washington,
'111,17 and 18.
„,The paritycade will meet in
W ashingtyn to coincide with ,he con-
vening of Congress, Reliance told The
--Murray Ledger TtMervill a rek.phorte -
interview Friday afternoon.
a•large- pertenfage-of -
the state's farmers are backing the
American Agriculture strike
, movementthat first began inColoradb., --
Calloway County farmers s
pathetic with the movement met 1n' 
CallowayCounty Courthouse Thursday
evening.
"The county farmers are being asked
to join in a holding action beginning
Jan. it to the And," a Local spokesman-
said.
--111c.sp9kesinen said farmers will be
asked to "hold their grain; live.stOck
and other commodities through the
period.
"If the independent farmer has
contract on grain_to be hauleit during
the holdifig peott----we're eating them
to talk with the elevator operators and
PROCLAIMS MONTH — Murray Mayor Melvin Henley proclaims January as March of Dimes Month as represen-
----- • tatives of the local March of Dimes chapter look on. To the mayor's left is Linda Knight, chairman of the March of
„. Dimes drive in the county, Flora Sautel, chairman of business and industry campaign which w01 take place Jan. 16-
20, and Karen Mason with her three-year-old son, Brian,. poster family for the Purchase-Pennyrile Chapel: The -
mother's march for March of Dimes will be March 20-29.
ask for an extension," the thr_nratrike
spokesman said.
The spokesman said the tanneenalso
talked about a meeting "that -every
larnier is urged to attend" in Paducah
"
U.S. Senator Walter "Dee" Hud-.
culture Commissioner
--Tom l'iarris and possibly Kentucky
„Governor Julian Carroll are expected
-to attend the meeting. The meeting will
&tat the_Jayceeeivic Center beginning
af7 p.m.
Reliance said most of the January
grain contracts have enough flexibility
to allow elevator operators to wait out
the holding period. "It won't matter
that much," Balkince said.
The atate farm strike spokesman said,
"A great percentage of the State Tar-
. mers are behind us, but many _won't
come-out and say it. Many farmers just
don't have enough help this time of the
year. The days are short and he has to
feed his cattle and hogs and has other
chores throughout the day," Salience
said.
`...'We're asking tractor dealers, for
-.KAM*, to quit selling new or used
machinery, but to sell parts. We've had
good cooperation from fertilizer plants.
Ballance said movements farmers are
continuing to atirla elevators to stop
shipping grain.
The Calloway County farm stike
spokesman -41441.**--4111-.--iercent
participation_ in the bolding action in
this county. "We're. not asking anyone
to- do anytfig-they -can't ao,"-the
spokesman said.
Meanwhile, Kentucky Farm Bureau
President Bob Wade has told striking
farmers that efforts to solve farm
problems should be-directed through
groups such as theP.arm Bureau. Wade
spoke at Russellville Thursday
evening.
The bureau cannot legally endorse
the farmers' strike action, Wade said,
but can help in searching for new
outlets for farm products.
Wade told members of the American
Agriculture movement Thursday night -
that'the 'bureau- cotrid help: develop-
programs such as the one to use corn in
making a form of alcohol fuel to replace
foreign oil.
A group _of farmers from Bowling
Green said that Reps. William Natcher,
D-Ky., and James Whitten, D-Miss.,
have announced plans to introduce
legislation to amend the present
Agriculture Act to provide higher
prices for farm crops.
Wade sail. the Kentucky Farm
Bureau can lobby for such legislation,
but cannot legally endorse a strike.
He soid-Such an endorsemeot by
laureau would violate federal-price- •
fixing ws. .
"Wade said he do-tiblialfaiiiiiiNiaMe-
will work unless the federal govern-
ment polices it, and he said he doubts
farmers would welcome government
intervention.
Wade added that tustoryc, has shown
that previous attempts by farmers to
organize in hopes of raising prices have
failed because some farmers began to
sell as soon as prices increased.
Some farmers at the meeting argued
that the government-run tobacco parity
program seems to be a success.
Others insisted that farmers will
itick toffl_ther ddrhitthe'etirreni-ac;:"..
Wade said -&Thinka "currillt
problems can be traced to the 1973-74
period when then Agriculture Secretary
Earl Butz promoted foreign sale of
American crops and urged fanners to
increase production.
In later years. Wade said. George
Meany and the AFL-CID shut down the
ports and the grain shipments, and
foreign markets made other
arrangements for grain, causing a
surplus in the United States.
President Returns To Capital
As Three-Continent Tour Ends
WASHINGTON ( AP -- Fast-
breaking developments in the Middle
East gave an importance to the three-
continent tour just completed by
President-Carter- which neither he-nor
his advisers anticipated.
Welcoming -the president back home
Friday night, Vice President Walter F.
Mondale said at the White House that
. the important problems dealt with
'during the seven-day trip notably in-
cluded the search for peace in the
Lawmakers Satisfied Legislature Off
To Good Start At End of First Week
FRANICEORT,Ky. (AP) -- Kentucky
lawmakers have vacated the Capitol
for the weekend satisfied they have
gotten the 1978 General Assembly off to
a running start.
The first bill to come up for a floor
vote in either chamber sailed through
the ,Senate Friday; significant ad-
ministration backed legislation, in-
cluding part of the governor'S
-education package, is expected to be
introduced next week.
"We're off to a fine start," said House
Speaker William Kenton, 1)-Lexington.
"Right now we're just trying to move
the committees. and when that begitia ---
churning it will feed the process." -
"It's like running film through a
.projector," said House Majority .
settlements for accuracy.Leader Bobby Richardson, D.-Glasgow.
"It takes a while before you get a really
good picture. But we've started out
awfully well."
The Senate Friday unanimously
approved Senate Bill 51, which
eliminates district judges' authority to
appoint special probate com-
missioners.
Sen. Walter Baker, R-Glasgow, who
co-sponsored the measure with Sen.
John Berry, D-New Castle, urged
passage of the bill "to end this unsavory (Louisville), where political cronies of
practice forever." the county judge were appointing
Itakef -said- after the Senate ad- probate tommisslOhers-;" wh0- were
journed that the practice was "grossly paid $10,000 to $20,000 annually under a
abused in - -Jefferson County fee system for such things as reviewing




State Senate To Be Asked To
Consider Changes in its Rules
to open up the legislative process.
Sen. Lowell Hughes, 1)-Ashland, sad
Friday he will,try to amend the rules to
permit the - entire Senate to act on
legislation, "rather than a committee
of four or five people."
"I sought very actively and hard to be
here and to consider bills on behalf of
the people of this Commonwealth,"
Hughes said.
"My resolution Is to ensure that all
senators have the right - no matter
how distasteful to have a vote on the
floor and not tii.. pide behind the
committee system."
-Nintries asked the-Senate to consider-
.__ _
the proposed rules changes over the
weekend, and to "permit us to consider
bills on the Senate floor as a whole."
, The Senate will vote on adoption of its
permanent rules next week. It
__currently is governed under 1976
Under the proposed amendments, the
Senate_ Rules Committee would be
required to refer bills to standing
committees within five days. Hughes said he thought Senate rules
The Rules committee serves as a -,„are unconstitutional htthatfatipect:
traffic cop, routing legislation to air _ Senate President Pro Tent Joe
proprtattvanels to yronsiderationr. rather7-DiVine-Grevernaid in an in-
committee currently mar keep bills for„-,s., ierview after Friday's session that he
days bereiterWerting theft:- • -- - h201-44TVO' greet Ohjecton' to red'
Holding a bill in effect reduces its the number of days the Rules Corn-
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - The :'-,thance Of passage - especially during
Senate Irk- be asked nest week to- the end of the session when time is
consider a change in its iülà in it.
Hughes also propoee4 that the Rules
Committee be hibited from
recommitting a bill to a Committee that
did not originally consider it. The, rules
allow the Rules Committee to recommit
a bill one time.
Hughes also said.he will recommend
that the Senate abide by Section 46 of
the Kentucky Constitution, regarding
calling up legislation for consideration
by the entire Senate.
The Constitution says: "Whenever a
committee refuses or fails to report a
bill submitted to it in a reasonable time,
the same may be called Javany
member, and be considered in the same
mariner it would have been considered
if it had been reported ( by a commit-
tee)."
Under current Senate rules, a
member may only sail up a bill for
consideration, by the full H,ouse by filing
a discharge petition signed by five
members. The discharge mast be
approved by a Senate majority.
••••17
mittee is permitted to consider hills. .
However, he said he_ is -opposed to
Hughes' second proposal.- --
-There are many times when you feel
you need the discretion of referring
legislation) to an committee," he
said.
For example, he said•judicial aspects
of a bill primarily about something
might- have to be kioked at by the-
Judiciary Statutes Committee.
Critics of the Rules Committee's
power to recommit bills have charged
that recommitting a bill to another
committee is a way to bury legislation.
Prather said that isn't true. k
If that was the only reason, we
would have sent it to the (seeooLli:-
committee in the first place," he said.
Prather said he has some questions
about Hughes' third proposal - to bring .
Senate rules into compliance with the
Constitution. 14e said he-would have to
study the change.
. "Frankly, -Ns- the first lime Id
thought about it," he said.
Prather told the Senate he is opposed
to the idea of having a binding caucus
•••
_the practice, could discontinue under
the new judicial article of the state
constitution, Baker said, but to
"preclude any possibility of per-
petuation, we thought it wise ot com-
pletely eliminate the statutory
authority for such a system.",
The vote on SB51 was 30-0.
In the House, six bills were in-
troduced Friday, including one by
freshman lawmaker Claudia Riner, D-
Louisville, that would require copies of
the Ten Commandments in the Bible
posted on the wall of every -courtroom
and school room is the state.
Only one bill was submitted in the
Senate. Senate Bill 81, sponsored by
Senate President Pro Tern Joe Praher,
D-Vine Grove, would allow the state
police to obtain automobile liability
insurance.
Other bills introduced in the House
include H8155. It would make the use of
children for sexual exploitation in films
and-magazines a felony. Distribution
and avertising of the material would be
a misdemeanor. The bill is sPerisored
Bob Jones, D-Crestwood, and
Leaks TITE MitcheII;--ah
has six other co-Sponsors.
Also introduced Friday was HB154,
sponsored by Rep. Clay Gay, R-Hyden,
which would prohibit physicians from
prescribing or dispensing am-
phetamines for use in dieting. -
Meantime, legislative rumblings
over office space in the Capitol con-
tinued to resound through the marble
halls.
Rep. C.M. "Hank" Hancock, D-
Frankfort, suggested in a speech r the
House floor that the General Assembly
_ .use .the state library awl arshives_ on
Berry Hill near the Capitol for ad-
ditional offices ce.
Hancock was ft-mily one who voted
"f* bers indicated a ,
"410" Thursday wherni=se mem-
„„to - co-
sponsor a bill to place the Capitol Annex
Building under the General Assembly's
jtuisdictioft. -
The Frankfort Democrat reportedly
regarding adoption of, Senate
'received numeral's: telephone calla
later that evening from state ern-
aftet Hughes said hililid-heard the-re Ployees ttaTe at- the-possibility of beffig-1-
-didn't-Like .
was to be a move to bind members.„.i_n_d le:isiasuse..ed out the !Mex. • the
Both houses are sche.dnled- to
lwe inwillnolaYwaQyr adndO aSnUPD1??.hiritllieo -1"frteN-"”' *convene Mortelasi at m. No. coin.<





East, "where your visits
arrived t ..-the moat 'important
moment."
Mondale- sal Carter's conferences
Ii161-tbeleatteris--.:-of Egypt, Iran and
Saudi Arabia -"L- he apparently forgot
Jordan's King Hussein - would "help
keep .the momentum toward peace in
the bkddle East."
- -When tister sat CAA MirneYDec. 29, he said energy would be the
theme that would be his travels
together.
Before he was done, however, his
meetings with national leaders directly
or indirectly involved in the Middle
East peace quest provided him with a
focus that was not anticipated when he
left Washington.
The only other major theme of the loyalty to the alliance.
fast-paced journey was, as Mondale put The president noted that when he
it, "the Complete and the total corn- stood on the same spot upon his
mitment tMs administration and of departure; lie had Mentioned in an-
its president to the pursuit of humaic tieipation of his travels the "rapid
rights, of human justice and .liberty-icliange, diversity among the OeuPles -
those values most basic to the the world, American leadership,
American people....'' liberly, freedom, friendship, human
The vice president, speaking in a rights."
lighter /Op, noted that Carter On The Carters traveled to Poland, Iran,
departing with his wife, Rosalynn, had India, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, France and
"asked those-of us who stayed behind to "Belgium.
take care of things." With frequent
interruptions-for laughter he went on:
"These have been nine successful
days in the history of our country, and
we-are-proud Wit. We have avoided
war. We have continued government
services with no increase in taxes. The
Congress (which is in recess) has not
turned down a single suggestion during
thine past nine days. •
"I have matured a lot. I have aged
years since you left. And Amy is no an
accomplished skier," Mondale-
eluded.   -
The Carter's 10-year-old daugh
spent the coincidental school vacati
learning to ski in Colorado.
At a final stop in -Brussels, Carter
assured North Atlantic Treaty
Organization leaders of American
Senators Ask Torrijos
For Changes In Treaty
PANAMA CITY (AP) - Three U.S.
senators are waiting for Panamanian
leaderOmar Torrijos to say whether he
can agree to changes in the Panama
Canal treaty that could help it win
Senate approval.
Torrijos; reportedly distressed by the
warning by Senate Minority Leader
Howard Baker, R-Tenn., that the pact
cannot survive without changes, was to
meet with the lawmakers before their
departure today.
-- -But sourcesiamiliar.with /If _
Position said he did not expect specific
premises from Torrijos now.
Senior Panamanian officials-, ex-
pressing anger and frustration after
two days of meetings on the subject,
said Friday it MIS not certain that
inside today 
Torrijos could_ satisfy the senator?
demands.
"The Americans are trying to pull th
floor out from under us," said one of- -
&gal,. eiked that he not he Men- - ---
tilled.
Panamanian officials said Baker has
presented Torrijos with a 'fist of, nearly
40 amendments to the treaty that
would, among other things, clarify U.S.. 4
defense tights over the canal and
abolish a provison calling for a sea-.
level canal.
--They- said amend--
ments Could force Panama to held a '
second plebiscite on the treaty, which
they consider a major obstacle.
In a referendum last fall,
Panamanian voters approved the
()resent treaty by a 2-1 margin.
One Section-12 Pages
The Calloway County Laker. shocked St. Mary last
night with an upset victory while Murray high boys and
girls teams went down in defeat. For details see today's
Sports Section, pages 6 and 7.
foggy & wet
Occasional light drizzle and
widespread. dense fog until late
morning. Otherwise, cloudy with
a chance of showers . and thun-
derstorms developing by late in
the day. Highs today in the mid to . -
upper 50s. Showers and thun-
derstorms becoming more likely '-
tonight. Lows In the upper 30std
today's index
Business Page  5
Classifieds 19, 11-
Crossword  10
Comics ----- la . -10 ,
Dear Abby 3
Deaths & Funerals 12
Horoscopes   3
Let's Stay Well
Local Scene . 2,3low 40s Showers ending early Opinion Page • .4
Zulida*.----killoisasi-bli- Partial - ---lfirateleerbore--












  eilipie Hill Lodge No. 276
F'ree and Accepted Masons
will meet at the lodge hall at
seven p.m....
y, January 10
Circles of First United
Methodist Church will meet as
follows: Alice Waters with
Irma La Follette and
Maryleoria Frost at church
Ruling Star Lodge No..51 F. social ball at 9:30 a. in.; Faith
& A.- M. will meet at the *en Doranatnior youth room at
hall * 7:30 p.m_ • • two -P. in.-Bessie Tucker will
• not meet.
. Monday, January 9
North Pleasant Grove Betty Sledd Mission Group
Cumberland Presbyterian of Memorial Baptist Church 1.
Church Women will .meet at will meet at the home of  
• the borne of Mrs. Randy Lowe, Connie White at seven p.
815 Broad Extended, at arienk-
• pm  _Cazdas..01_21VE -01rst
Minitry to Retarde 
Christian Church will meet as
' ;d follows: I with Mrs. Henry
Citizens Sunday School
p "pieeting will be held Holton at ken a. m. with
at Seventh and 
-popiar:ThIA-.Tprogram by Mrs. Ron Cella;
-Wwith Mrs. M
of Christ at seven p. in. 
Tommy arshall
at 7:30 p. m. with program by
Mrs. Del Fleming. • -
InutPleasant Grove
I -United Methodist _Chruch
Women ;ill hold a general




nieet 'at the befne of 'Doris
Nance-at,l3Q pm.
ChiPel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the church at onedi.m,
Dorothy Mode Circle- of
- First Presbyterian Church
Women will meet atthe home
of Jean Geurin, at 711,1n5
Departnient of
Murray oman's Club will:
meet at 7:30 p.m. with the
program to be "Back In
Skiape" with a Visit With
-Tackle Overton.
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: Paris Road
at home of Mattie Lee Buster
with Louise Dunn as hostess at
one p. in.; New Providence
with Fonda Grogan; Cold-
water with Jane Douglass. .
CAMPAIGN FOR NEEDY - Delores Honchul, lett, President of Tri Alpha, and Bruce
-*ming, President of Hi-Y, both students at Murray High School admire the 3237.00
cited which resulted from a recent campaign to help needy children around the
world. Both the service dubs coordinated the campaign. Reed Hainsworth and
Delaine Honchul served as committee chaimien, Sponsors of the dubs are Mary Ann




Church met at the home of
Dorothy Sobieski on Dec. 12th,
with the president, Martha
Crass, opening the meeting
with a prayer. A brief business
meeting was followed by a
program presented by Dolly
Lorenz who discussed
childhood Christmas
psograms and activities, what
happens at Christmas time
--- Wonsan emilftUaiss-""
-
On  (Jur-- •Meeting
732 Vine, Murray. James E. Prentice Alairt"Rt. t Cadiz,
Ruth- -Wilson elide 12-13-11--
Shepheid Unibia: ibithodist AdelthIV-m"
Church, will meet at one p. m.. Nursery 4
at church.
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Murray • Quota Club will •• 
-
meet at twelve noon at Use DISMISSALS
- Mrs. Sharon K. Murphy and
'Triangle Inn.
 - Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Mayfield,
KM. Nekita M Gollittue, andFirst Baptist Church
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Mayfield,
Women's Groups will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Graves .,_Mrs' Deborah M. Martin, 100
Hendon at nine a. m.; Janelle maim% 
Murray, Janice K.
Doyle With Mrs. Mike Sykes at 391", ILL-4, Paris, Tn-, MaryL Pace, Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs.
9:30 a. m.; II with Mrs. Gina J. Mathis, Rt. 3, Murray,
Phillips at ten a. in.; w Mrs. Otha M Darnell Rt 2.
Mrs. Jim -Kee at two p. &sum, '
Retovtry, mots middle.School. Actetna tat Rim 8,Y,,,simurray. 
Paula F. c3re:
the Calloway County Health three P. m* , Windsor, 32 . Riviera Cts.,
Centel's -North Seventh and- -; - Murray,-Rezie W. Jacklan,-
al" Straday; gietten p.m, _Mrs. Akle- rdwe.Is Hardin, -Christopher, J.
Mahan, Rt. 8., Murray,
Hostess For7tfeet .William J. Hine,. 1503 Henry
St., Murray, Walter J. Karnes,
Rt. 1, Kirksey, Maynard
Ragsdale, 503 N. 6th.-;Mnrray,
Ernost-L,-- -Hooper, - Rt. 4r
Miirray, Mrs. Modean
Grogan, Rt.-3, Murray,-Will J.
Smith, Ftt. 7, Murray, Nuel
McNutt, 326 S. 7th., Murray,
Commie E. Cain, Ftt. 1, Almo,
claYtnn C ,.131skersitn; 1653-
Catalina;' Murray, Mrs. °pia •
Culver, Rt. --1,--Ahno„Mrs.
Mayme Orr, Rt. 4, Murray.
Ca114...NeedliPe4 704331 tar
information.
Pap Smear Clinic will be at
Callowly County Health Pottertown Club
  Center at_one p,mt•_Call 7),} _ •
  saill_ feten appointment Tise-erto nitle- of Lucy
Alderdice at Panorama
Monthly -skating party for Shores was the setae of the
Churches of Med will be at holiday party held Dec. 14 by
Muoray Rink with first group the Pottertown Homemakers
(throogh grade 4) to skate Club with eighteen members
from six to eight p. tn., and the and one visitor, niece of Payte
__second, group (grades 7 and  Overcast, present..
up i from eight to trri p. m. Members Inisirerea tiltrTor -




meet at the University Church
of Christ annex at seven p. m.
• St. Leo's Catholic Church
Woman's-Guild will meet at
Gleason Hall at one p. m.
  Lake-Area Singles will meat
at the-Bank of Benton at seven
p. m.
Murray TOPS (Take Off
Pounds Sensibly)-. Club. will .
-Meer It-the 'Health-teller at
seven p. m. '
Ellis Center will be. open
from ten's,. m.. to three p. m.
for activities by the senior
citizens. Devotion will be at
10:05 a. in., sack lunch at
twelve noon, and table games
stone p. ni. Band practice will
Sot be held.
Dexter Senior Citiiens will
meet at 9;30 a. m. at the
Dexter Genter.-
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 -Crider Of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7;30 p. m. at the
lodge hall.
11 IL-- •
wintry days." The group voted 
Williams, 822 Hurt, Murray, Robert D. Barker, Rt. 1 fix. 77_,
to send a check to the Cancer
fund and also to purchase
some get-Well cards.
Lurene Cooper read the
scripture from Proverbs
20:27, "The Spirit of man is
the candles of The Lord," and
a beautiful Christmas story,
She also led in singfirig
Christmas carols with
Short. as the piano ar7 
comparust.
played with Baby. Girl, Rt. 9, Benton, Mrs.Games were ft, Murray, Mrs. Elaine I.
Dorothy Simon, recreational Patricia C. Anderson and Burnette and Baby Boy, Rt. 3, 
Verdie M. Crouch, Rt. 4,
Murray, Howard W. Perkins,
leader, in charge. A luncheon Baby Girl, Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs. Par", Tn., Mrs. Dunne J. 68 Riviera Cts., Murray, Mrs.
was served. Gifts were opened Casteel and Baby Girl, 307 W.Susan K. McBride and Baby Phyllis J. Fries, Rt. 3 Bx. 161,
with PaYte.,0!e.rggt aCt0e,aa. Ithy, _507_N.. ith., Paducah, ,ItentearMrs'Barhalli-2'-_ .:CriMler;-142.Carolina, George
wilaarn- aSanta Claus. - Mrs. Yvonne -Robinson, 500 . 
 .„„
trarY -. G. Berryman, Bx 27, Cottage
The club will meet Wed- Draper St Paris Tn. Mrs Paris, Tn., Miss Anita Can-
_ Henry A. Doron (expired), Rt. Cottage Grove, Tn., Vernon L
1 Bx 184, Murray, Hardie Ceneun, 1501 Kirkwood Dr-;'
Miriam telPired4; at- I.. __ MlFray, Mrs. Jean Cooper,
Dexter. Rt. 4 Bx. 258, Murray, Mrs.
Peggy J. Mills, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Mrs. Phyllis J. Wilson, Rt. 4,





Baby Boy Burnette (Mother 12"28-n
Elaine), Rt. 3, Paris, Tn., Adults 131
Baby Boy Villinova (Mother
Diane), 110 N.....18th., Murray,
Baby Girl Casteel (Mother
. 411k, Benton.
rs. Debra
nesday, Jan. 11, at ten a.m. at Willie M. Lane, Rt. 3, Murray, airigham, Rt. 3, Murray, Eric
the "- Colonial House-. D. Fields, 1216 Melrose,-Renee Taylor, P.O. Box 148,
Smorgasbord. Members are
-M







berley, Box 73, Cottage Grove, 
R
friends. • Herndon, Sr., Rt. -5, Murray,' Tn., Mrs. Erma L. Wilson, 235
Riveria Cts., Murray, Mrs. Mrs. Georgia W. McClure, Rt.
EGGS IN CONTAINER Nell Anderson, Rt. 3, Murray,
Keep your eggs in the Chester L. Kendall, 102-
container in which they come. Gardnr Murray, Roger D.
If ye& refrigerator has a Wilson, FUTT1, 
 
Farrington,
special place on its door for Mrs. Lynda G. Colson, Rt. 1,
storing the eggs,._ keep Dexter, Claude Et-Vaughn, 905
something else On that par- Pogue, Murray, Mrs.
ticular shelf. Eggs need to be Charlene Norsriorthy, Shady
kept CO You . Cts., Murray, Mrs.,
Open the refrigerator door the mark R. Ricks, Rt. 7, Murray,
eggs will suffer too mucl_i La Warren Todd, 105 S. 12th.',
change of temperature. Murray, Mrs. Lottie L. Lamb,
 id and if frequentlypal/4*r
Brandoa, Rt. ,5,_ lliftwray, Johrt Joseph C. 
D. Grogan,' Rt: 3, Murray, Murray, "Mia. T.
Thomas T. Ahart, 749 Riley Darnell, Rt. 1, Kirk
Cts., Murray, Mrs. Gladys M. Elizabeth L. Ordway, 1402
Spann, 1509 Sycamore, ilughes, Murray.
Murray, Mrs. Mabel Creed,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Ovis S. Davis, 1240.77







Mrs. Diane-S. Villanova and
Baby Boy, 810 N. 18th, Murray, Baby Boy Jones
Marray',4flubei t M. Inwe;--307-(-Mother
- N. 8th, Murray, Mrs. Phyllis Mayfield.
C. Orr, Bx 89, Marion, Mrs. . DISMISSALS
-Shirley L. Sills, Rt. 2, Dover, MissCarman R. Wright, Bx.
Tn., Mrs. doeia:rhpows, Rt. 5, 87, Dexter, Mrs. Marine
Cadiz, Kenneth W. needium, Grooms, 307 N. 5th., Murray,.
Rt. 1, Springville, Tn., James Mrs. Ruby D. Hale,- -900
H. Cassity, Rt. i, Murray, Goldwater Rd., Murray, Mrs.
Rebecca L thenpbreye, Hos Shirley W. Wilson, Rt. 1,
Hermitage, Murray, Cella B. - Paul M.-Wilson, Rt. 4
_Taylor, c stadium, 08-A, __Mousy- __Mrs.
Murray, Mrs. Sandra B. Jackie A. Cunningham, 4
Murciodc,-Bx- 124, -Lynnville; -- Scenic •-Valley
Zachary D.Rosi, Rt. 7, Bx 94, Mrs. Urbena Kamen, 1624
Murray, Mrs. Novella J. Sunset Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Salnion, 1608 Ryan, Murray., Deborah A. Ms, Holiday
__Herbart S. Robertson, 1610 -Trailer Park, Benton, Melissa
Cilliway, Murray, Mrs. A. Krolak, ht. 2 Bx: 232,
Lillian C. Hutson, 604 Ellis Gilbectsville, Mrs. Mary Ann
W-.j-4furray, Mrs. Fannie M. Jitrilieldt,131. 243, Par Tn.,
. -Mete "and Mrs. Martha V. ta 
,4tt: Mrs. May McClure, 300
FORGET THOSE B1US, BILLS, BILLS, BILLS, 131
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Rt. 2 Bx. 232, Benton, Cowley
Holiday 
Ba  b y yEagy s 
Benton. 
(Deborah), e b o   h_ 11200aFni 'coldway, h::teri.:11Ard.-71 11ule-tWztyl,.
Woodlawn Murray Mrs
1, New Concord, Edgar W.
McMorries, Rt. 1, Water
Valley, Mrs. Myrtle L Win-
chester, 1610 Ryan Ave.,
Murray, Lois I. Smothermon,
Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs. Stella S.






Baby Girl Johnston( Terri)._
Rt. 1, Springville, -Tn., Baby
Boy Lutz (Shelia), Ftt. 1;
Benton, Baby Boy Carr
( Debra), Rt. 1, Dexter.
Dismissals
James W. Whitherspoon,i)k.
S. 6th., Murray,-Mrs. Mildred
L. Jones, 507 Whitnell,
Murray, Ralph D. Darnell, Rt.
4, Murray, Miss Katherine
Bowerman, Rt. 1, Benton,
Mrs. Jeanett Rogers, 1231
Dogwood, Murray, Mrs.
Bobbie J. Higgins, Rt. 7,
-Murray, Mrs. Norma D.
Alexander, Cook's Tr. Ct. Lot
10, Paris, Tn., Mrs. Evelyn M.
Byrne, CR Box 201 New
Concord, Chad A. Jennings,
Rt. 5, Paris, Tn., •Moscoe H.
Underhill, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Robert E. Thorne, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tn., Amanda K
Edwards, Gen. Del., Hardin,
James M. Sanderfer, Rt.
Wingo, Nicky Lovett, 820 S.
9th., Murray, Barry Johnson,
25996 Redwood dr., °instead,
Ohio, Chad Hughes, Rt. 2,,
Marl'ork, KeA. -Town-




Baby Girl Dyeus (Mother
Jane), Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tn.,
Baby Girl Felgenhauer
(Mother Virginia)," Rt. 4,
Grove, Tn., Mrs. Fannie L.
Owen, Bx. 374, Hazel, Mrs.
Minerva Dobbins (expired),
Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs. Lilburn






Baby Boy Burnett ( Mother
Willie), 415 College Ct.,
Murray.
DISMISSALS .
Mrs. Vicki L. McChesney,
161942 Olive, Murray, Mrs.
Thelma L. Chadwick, 106 S.
12th,_ Mtirrai, Jeffrey D.
Rt. 6, Tn., 1VtitiT7*---
Jeanne Edwards, Rt. 8, Bx.
1121, Murray, Mrs. Murl L.
'Parker, Rt. 1, Dexter, Johnny
D. Elliott, Rt. 5, Bx. 1025,
-Murray, Mrs. Rose Wilson,
" Rt. 3, Murniy, Mrs. Phala
Sturdivant, Rt. 7, Benton,
John F. Montgomery. Rt. 1,
Bx. 330, Benton, Willie Nelson,
Bx. 665 Old Concord Rd.,
-Murray, Mrs. Anette Collie,
Rt. 5, Benton, William B.
Sledd, Rt. I, Hazel, John H.
Grogan, Rt. -1, Bx.-88-, Hardin,-
Mrs. Etha Bailey, Rt. 6, Bx.
89, Murray, Mrs. Myrtle I.
Underhill, Rt. 3, Bx. 352,
Murray.
Dorothy Sobieski Home Scene Meet Held
Rms. se'll's-Tehap- el Methodist W. omen
legend of the-Christmas tre -01 --Lanar•-•- -
--ren*T41111111z, Helen' KilHa,mnetheukt,
around the world, and
•-.
I,o 
Her program closed with the
Ginny Crinhfield, Cecelia •members singing- carols, and
Noonan, Edith McKenzie,then jaining. hands while she
Helen Hodges, and Lindaoffered a prayer.
Kelly.
For the devotional, Edith
McKinzie read the Christmas 
The next meeting taill be
Theld at the church on Jan. 9:
story from---the se-- -Lucy Alderdice will be the
cording to buke. - hostess. Helen Hodges will
Secret pals exchanged gift; rev,iew the book "Dear and
and revealed identities, and Glorious Physician" by
there was also a grab bag of Taylor Caldwell This is to
gifts. prepare the group for the
Delicious refreshments study of the Gospel accortling
--wereserved--z-br --Drircitty- to -Luke, with the-first two
Sobieski and Martha Crass to: chapters being discussed at
St. Leo's Catholic Church Lora Wilkinson, Ruby Harris, the February meeting. Mara
Woman's Guild will meet Ethel Walker, Toni Hopson, Wutzke will be study leader.





in Gleason HO, North 12th Popktr gpring WMU Gives Programs. -t.-. .
Clare Resig, . program ....... , -- ---;
chairman, will have a surprise At .1r,(estinetv Horne-And Fern Terrace
crazy auction. Members are-
requested to bring a white The Poplar Spring Baptist
elephant. Hostesses will be Church WMU presented
Anna Mae Adams and Mildred special singing programs for
Stubblefield. the patients at the West View
Holy Communion will be on Nursing Home and the
Sunday at eleven a.m. residents of Fern Terrace._
• -.. -The home of Mrs. Freelan
Youngblood was the setting
for the annual potluck holiday
party held by the Coldwater
Homemakers Club with Mrs.
Dan Bazzell, president,
presiding and Mrs. Ralph
Bennett giving the devotion.
A very interesting report on
Foods Affect the
Health" was given by Mrs.
Sandra West: The Members
commented that the holidays
were a good time-to-watch the
extra calories. -
The festive holiday mood
was set with a beautifully
decorated tree using the
crochet snowflakes made by
the hostess, and handmade
ornaments made by her
grandson, Marie Flazzell.
- Mrs. Dewey Bazzeil gave
the financial report for the
year. Following the meal,
gifts were exchanged, sun-
shine friends' names were
Mrs. Freelatv-YeRmgblood Is Hostess-, 'Fannin, 
Markel-I/right, Etta
Earl and Sally Van Natter,
For Meeting Of The Coldwater Club Clayborn Lorren McCuisten,
Clots Campbell, Sue Campo"'
hell, Mildred Thompson,
Shirley Werts, and Kay
Taylor.
- • • - - -
QUICK 'TORTE'
Leftover cake icing makes a
fun dessert. Mix chopped
walhuts into .the icing and
spread on graham crackers.
Stack three or four high. Wrap
is wax paper or clear wrap
and dill!' in the refrigerator
about' 24 hours. Serve topped
with ice ctearti; pudding,
chocolate aauce_ or fruit
preserves. •
f'
revealed, and new ones drawn
for the new year.
A visitor was Mrs. Bobby
Adams, who -became_ a
member. Others presentmere
Esther Doores, Mable Fuqua,
Vivian and Arlene Adams,
Lagena Razzell and son, Britt,
and Little Miss Nicole West.
The next meeting will be at
the home of Jane Douglas with
the craft lesson on crewel
embroidery.
Lodge for the December
meeting.
Carol Kelly played the piano
at Westview for the singers
who were Glenda Byerly,
Janet Byerly-, Karen Byerly,
Lois Smith, Otis Lovins, Ruby
Dick, Guy Dunn, Bobby Cook,
Gifts were put under the
free at West View. A • party,
was held at Fern Terrace with
Janet Byerly playing the
piano. Carol Kelly sang a Isola -
at westview, and Kay Taylor
sang a solo at Fern Terrace.








# your house isn't all snugge4juwitlì insulation
And_weatherization, you've alreadY felt winter's. _ .
wrath in your heating bills.
It's not too late•to install 11,19 attic insulation;
caulk and .weatherstrip around outside door -and
- window frames, and either install. korrii windciwS
and doors or-pUt up sheets of clear plastic outside
your windows. These measures may cut your beat-
as nitieti pereent: -
See us for more 4nformation on how, you can
keep out the cold with insulation and weattier-
izaticn.
Elec























































Pleflty of -Tasks 
For Teens To. Do
  By Abig.ai Vact-16-du
1976 by Crhcagb Thb,neN V44, as Synd Inc
•
4.°
DEAR AEiHY: My late .husband was a ,minister. Ho
carried one of your columns for years and used it often for
--his sermons: ,c • ••••
It'was the one titled "Teenagers, go home." It's still as
timely now as it was 15 years ago. I am enclosing a copy
and hope -you agree-terworthy of-a-rerun. Thank- you:-
, MRS. CUARLESAAGEE CO.LUM13IA,_MQ.
DEAR MRS. HAGEE: 2 do. And here it is:
TO THE TEENAGER WITH NOTHING TO DO
Three teenage boys, products not of the slums but of a
very good eastern suburb of Cleveland, have been found
guilty of 11 burglaries. Why did they commit them? They
had "nothing to do." - -
This case inspires us to present a message we have been
saving for just auchais occasion. The words were delivered
by a juvenile court judge-one who speaks to young people
every day. This is his message:,,
"Always we hear tfie plaintive cr y of the teenager:
'What can we do?- Where can we go? The aiaswer is
clear: Go home! Hang the sterns windowii, paint the
woodwofk, rake the leaves, mow the lawn, wash the car,
learn to cook, scrub the floors, repair the sink, build a boat,
get a job. Help the minister, priest or rabbi. Help the
Red Cross, the Salvation Army. Visit the sick, amidst the
poor, study your lessons, and when you're through, and
not too tired, read a book.
Your parents do not owe you entertainment. Your
community does not owe you recreational facilities. The
world doetf not owe you a living. You owe the world
something. You owe the world your time and your energy
and your talents so that no one will be at war, in poverty,
or sick, or lonely, again.
In plain, simple words: Grow up! Quit being it crybaby. 
Get out of your dream world and develops backbone, not a
wishbone. Start acting likeoa, man or woman.
-You're supposed to be mature enough to accept some of
the responsibility your parents have carried for years.
They have nursed, protected, helped, appealed, begged,
.excused, tolerated and denied themselves needed comfort
so that you could have every benefit. You have no right to
expect them to bow to your every whim aniLiancy.
In Isereft's name, grow up and go home!"
DEAR ABBLiigagar.in_Qur community gave much aid
  and comfort -to-the-faftuly-ef--a-person who recently died.
The deceased had no connection with this pastor or his
• congregation, but as a favor teiterhe performed the burial
services anyway, and did a magnificent job.
How can we properly acknowledge oux appreciation to
this pastor? We don't want to insult him by offering him
money, but we happen to know ,that. most pastors are not
nearly as well dfffinincially as Most people think they are.
- ' NAMELESS, PLEASE
DEAR NAMELESS: Since the pastor acted as a "favor"
to you, send him a letter of appreciation and enclose a
check made out to him for iiervices rendered. If he returns
,11 it, make • contribution to his church-.
Getting married? No matter how little you have lo spend
or how unconventional your lifestyle, it can be lovely. Send
for Abby's new booklets"How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Enclose $I and a long stamped 124 cents) self-addressed






Will_Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 Noon TB 6 P. M.
IT DOES IT ALL
DODGE ON NI
CONING SOON








We start ,with tender,
. juicy chopped Sirttoin
Ts served sizzltn'-hot •
with your choice of potato
and Stockade Toast, A







- Salad Bar and Drink
Try a 5' Cone
MADE
THE FAMItY STEAKHOUSE




can result. Believe, with strosig-_ YOU BORN TODAY are an
faith, in yourself - and others. extremely conservative in-
LEO- n ofI July 24 to Aug, 23) -Gotetr% yoursetris rine of respectability
Avoid overexertion and ex- and substance and you con-
citement; make no unnecessary stantly strive, not only to live up
changes in smooth-running to it, but to see that others
projects. Rareance and family recognize it. You have
interests in special planetary unusually high moral sten-
favor. dards; in fact, can be downright
--VIRGO mt/Ii. - prudish at times. Intellectually
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) -inclined, you are apt to prefer
You mat, find it easier to do spending your time in scholarly
things yourseethan depend on pursuits than in social ac-
others who do not wish to tivities. Yet you WANT people
cooperate. You'll do them to like you - sometimes an
better, too. almost hopeless desire in view
LIBRA r-if of your natural in-
!Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) -±fsss. trospectiveness You have
There may be some conflict excellent business acumen and,
between desire and necessity. in your own quiet way, are
Be realistic, as you usually are, capable of exercising the
and the answer will come. greatest of shrewdness in
Romance and travel favored, financial dealings. Other fields
SCORPIO „ss Ate_ in which you could succeed: art,
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22t journalism, science and ar-
An unusual request deserves chitecture. Birthdate of: Peter
your consideration. Fulfilling it Arno, cartoonist, painter.
FOR MONDAY, JANUARY 9, 1978
' •









sloppy joe, corn, mixed fruit
orgelaiissipokie; Wednesday
- lasagne or hamburger, •
grain- beans-, pears or fruit
salad, cookie; french bread;
Thursday - tacos or pizza,
potatoes or mexican beans;
applesauce or 4elitin, Cookie;
Friday - thin with pfinenfo
cheese or hamburger,
potatoes, orange wedge,
carrot sticks, and cookies.
CARTER ANDROBERTSON
-Monday— barb qued
The Olga Hampton Group of
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church-met at the church Jan.
2 for tile monthly meeting.
Gladys Williamson had
charge of the program entitled
"North • •• Central Calling."
Linda Cooper gave the
devotional on "Thoughts
Concerning The New Year."
The call to prayer was given
by Lorene Owen.
Members present -*ere:
Frarices Paschall, Mary Ben
Qlarly,t
'Kathryn Starks, Ruth Warren,






Mr. and Mrs. Orazio
Villanova, 810 North 18th
Street, _ Murray,- are the
PaT114111(4 War !KO:Charles
ganiel,. weighing six pounds
81/2s ounces, measuring 1834
inches, born on Saturday, Des.
24, at 6:13 p.m. at thiltMurrays
Calloway County Hospital.
They have one daughter,
Anne-Marie, age ten. The
father is employed as a
salesman at Murray Datsun.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Donato Villanova of
Paterson, N.J., and Mr. and
Mrs. Charles (Chuck) Shuffett
of Murray.
7)e mom&
FOR SUNDAY, JANUARY 8, 1978
MURRAY MIDDLEmay involve some in- Monday - barbequedconvenience, but you will ba, --amply repaid. Late hours_Chicien sandwich or shaft,
...a.burger,--creamed:petateea,some surprising news.
SAGITTARIUS fruit salad or 'pineapple,
-(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) cookie; Tuesday pizza or
Change, variety and travel
are highlighted instour chart.
YOU may have to make some
adjustments in your life, but the
challenge should prove in-
tereating.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) IdaCAPRICORNfor like efforts. - Even though a Sunday, youTAURUS s ' be able -to complete 'aApr. 21 to May 211 transaction which enhancesDon't lose confidence in your security. A friend versed in theability to produce the results law could be of great help.you want. even if temporarily AQUARIUSstymied. Keep trYMIS Some .(sass 21 to Feb. 19))dandy advantages on your side. The accent is on social ac-GEMINI tivi . Welcorne the opportunity(May n to Julie 21) e new c c en san w c , saw,Neither look for trouble rear - Isjessa,_pech.vaniake ontacts biked brope.,,enokiez Tuesdaybelieve •it won't come which could srotte invaluable. - country -fried steak,because yeti look the other way. business-wise.
Face up to situations ad you PISCESwon't fool yourself or Mid Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
MURRAY CITY
- -4Ifinda Jeffry& Idodeaktdce
Tbe family of the late T. A. Vance. Mr. and Mrs. Richard. director . of the Murray CityWinchester met far -a Wilily Vance, Richie arid Cartie, Mr. -----&-hout has released the
reunion on Monday, Dec. 26, at and Mrs. Henry P. Hutson, menus for the lonchrooms for
the Hazel Community Center. Sandy, Mickey, and Mark, all the week of Jan. 9 to 13. They
Attending were Mr. and are subject to occasionalof Hazel.
Mrs. Steve Starks, Steven and, change and are as follows:
Bradlee, Cannon Air Force Those present from Murray MURRAY HIGH
Bace, Clovis, New Mexico,.'Were Mr. and Mrs. Ohir -Monday - choice of bar-
just returning from p. Roberts, Ola Mae Roberts, bequed chicken sandwich, 'hot
pines; Mr. and Mrs. Ewin Mr. and Mrs. N. D. Roberta, -stamale casserole, hamburger,- 
Winchester, Phoenix, .for- Glenda, David, and Teresa, hot dogs, chef salad, fruits,
merly from Detroit; Mr and Mr. and Mrs. George Roberts, - and vegetables: Tuesday 8. 
Mrs. Wesley Starks i and
Becky, Gleassaii-Tn.; Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Steward and
--Wendy, Paris, Tn.; Mrs.
Bobby Dowdy, Max and Jan,
Newbern, Tn.; Mr. and Mrs.
John Allen, Johnny, Mark,
and Kenneth Mathis, Chicago,
.1. D. Orr. and PhilliO7 Thursday - choice of tacos, 
._ and Dorothy Brandon.Ill.; Mr. and Mrs. R. M. ,!.fer
chuckwagon, hamburger, hot _ 
Frances Paschall and Mary
Bell Jones served refresh-. __dogs, chef salad, variety a -merits at the close of thefruits and vegetables; Friday
choice of chili and pimento
cheese, ravioli, hamburger,




 Frances Drake 
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, road the forecast
given for your birth Sign. 
ARIES(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) .
There's a tendency nea to act
without thinking, then ask
yourself the "why" of failure.
Map out a workable program
BEFORE starting. Also take
note of new trends. Good results
7)e
I -
problems as difficult to solve.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23)
Better than some days, less
smooth than others. Strive with
Planetary influences
somewhat restrictive. Be
especially careful in romance.
Emotional situations could get
•• outof hancL-the best intent and only good_.
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the fotecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Your outlook not entirely
auspicious. Contention may pop
up in the least expected areas.
Exercise restraint, put forth
your very best manner and good
will to counteract.
TAURUS _




neglecting minor items. A good
period for tackling jobs that
require patience and a steady
hand.
GEMINI
-(May 22 to June 21)
Be ready to face competition.
You. usually enjoy the
stimulation of this, but don't
burn the candle at both ends in
your desirs to- get ahead. Easy -
does it!
CANCER 0(2)(June to July 23)
Your fine mind and keen
perception should assist you in
even the most difficult of en-
deavors. If you don't stray aft
course, you can REALLY
achieve now.
Lori and Penny, Mr. and Mrs. choice of pizza; aloppy joe,Larry Herndon, Susan and hamburger, hot dogs, . chefMichael, Mr. and Mrs. Ted salad, iairiety of fruits andVanDyke, Stacey and Kevin. vegetlibies-Wedn4esdayMr. and Mrs. Phillip Starks, choice of turkey and gravy,Mr. and Mrs. Terry Tyler, Mr. fish sandwich, hamburger, hotand Mrs. Buford Winchester, dogs, chef salad, variety of
Ola Winchester, and 'fruits and vegetables;,
$
bargain astutely, tackle
anything you know to be within
your capabilities.
SAGITrARIUS
xelI Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
Benign aspects' now favor
business and financial matters
A good day for planning.for the
future. Don't hope to gain is
taking short-cuts, however.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Va
Look deeply rEstb all
situations. Surface appearances
could be misleading. Using that
innate foresight of yours.
however, yam shouldn't have
much trouble in spotting flaws
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)...
Planetary influences only
fairly gengrous, so Yotivrillhave
to provide your own inomentebn
to carry on. Neither ,teernW





or unusual situations likely
Study all carefully so that you
can cope efficiently. -
1July 24 to Aug. 23)
Not much planetary help here
but, using your abilities to their
utmost, you can make a go of
the day on your own. And a red_
ga it can
VIRGO ' —
( Aug. 24 to Sept 23) isas
--The "unities" and "unusuar_
are often misleading. Look
beneath the surface of new
off ertrigs. Recognize secondary
factors - also the smaller, but
more worthwhile prizes.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) -I-1  rl
A vital period! Most en-
deavors should prosper, but
think before you speak or act
Above all, avoid tendencies
toward the unortSodox, to
extremes in general
ass-sssieleC' 4.nnto Nov. eV'
A stimulating day' Step forth,
awe rt yourself with confidence.,
YOU BORN TODAY are ,
roundly talented Individual
with a special affinity for the
intellectual, the scientific and
creative. You also have fine
business acumen and, should
you choose commerce as a
career, would be highly sur
ressful at it In this ease
however, you will almost be
certain to choose one at the arts_
- as an avocation - probate
finding in either music or poetis
the most satisfying outlet for
your emotions. Other field-,
suited to your talents
medicine, the law, education
and politics - where you would
probably make an eminent
name for yourself as a refor-
mist. Natives of this
Capricornian sector are noted
for their meticulousness.
purposefulness, love of order
and willingness to work hard to -
achieve their objectives. Bir-
thdate of: Thomas Watson-
English, Pna: -Carrie C. COL
early American vettrsgetre•
Richard M. N(xon,. ifth Pres
U.SA.
crewed potatoes, green peas,
ront,' -jelly; Wednesday -
lasagne, green beans, mixed
fruit, cookie; Thursday -







Joanna Adams, food service
director of the Calloway
County Schools, has released
the menus for the lunchrooms
for the week of Jan. 9 to 13.
They are subject of occasional
change and are as follows: ,
CALLOWAY HIGH
Monday - hamburger,
wiener winks, and barbequed
chicken; Tuesday - ham-
burger, spaghetti, and chuck
wagon sIndwich; Wednesday
- hamburger, chili burgers,
and chicken pot pie; Thursday
- cheeseburger, sloppy joe,
and fish; Friday - ham-
burger, pizza, and spanish
rice. A variety of vegetables,
--salads, traits, bread, desserts,
ice cream, milk, tea, and







Monday— fish, dried beans,
cold slaw, tater tots, hush
puppie, ice cream; Tuesday -
• hamburgers, trench fries,
lettuee, tangerine, cookie;
Wednesday - barbequed
chicken, green peas, cran-
berry sauce, corn, rolls, jelly;
Thursday - ,submarines,
lettuce, tomato, roundabouts,
fresh fruit; Friday - soup and
grilled cheese, pear salad' on
lettuce, and brownie.
Parents are reminded to
send ,55 cents each day with
their children for the lunches
with five cents extra for each
milk, Mrs. 'Adams said.
NOW AT H IME,
Mts. W. E. (Ruth) Moffett is
jaw convalescing at het home
-VI panorama Shores Sup-
division on Kentacky Lale
after having undergone







dence is a demon-
stration project for the
elderly in the Jackson...
Purchase. It is
designed to help older
persons remain in --
their own homes as an
alternative to entering --
institutionallacilities.
Who Is eligible? 
-Persdns Who.:
I. Are age 80 Or
older, ANT)
2. Need services to


















For The Month of Jan. Only
Curtis & Mays Studio
Offers 5'",43 off our
Prestige
Portrait prices!
1-11x14 (Reg. S50.00) Jan. $37.50
• 
1-8110
.2.50 (Reg. S55.00) Jan. $48.25









'V'our advertising message will get a long
clisTance, connection when you place-cm-----
ad in ,the newspeffier! You'll dompunicate to
our entire readership. .. at a surprisingly low
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Devite genuine efforts to .yeam Imagine  the paperwork!
lede-fa..liallerItotit, A- million _firms would' be af-
`•••• which costs an estimated $100  fected. and thousands of
billion a year, or 1500-Tok•each pro_Zires. Even oral corn-
person in the nation, we maybe' plaint, such as telephone calls,
winning the battle but losing the must be taken down, written up
war-against paperwork. and filed—all at. the firMs'
- The- Internal--Reveaue Ser-
vice (IRS) has announced that At the' outset or the paper-
- toeginnint.-Jan:-=1;---197k - work study-two years -ago,..the
ployers will ,no longer- .be- Chamber of Commerce of the
required to file Schet4de A of - United States warned that
Form 041, a guarterlyteport on unless p-ullecrout-br -the rOnbr,-----
. employee earnings. • Instead, needless paperwork, like last -
the information will be included summer's crabgrass, will •
in the -regular Pirin W-2 em- sprout _up eLsewhete.
T1 ultimate co*otAteepiug
Year. the records sought -"br- the




rthf6S-Fril-TrilThaNg*. t- B Judy-Wu-Or
(A Column of historical anriwenpalogical •
• *the Commission on Federal passed-1311"as an item in the cost
• Ptiperwork, reieritry-' of doing business. 'Ills means 'nee" swrie' antliaMilA 14aLes
filed a series of recOm- :consumers will pay. -
Our First _PrPesidentmendations, the IRS action is a If the paperwork studylis to
definite plus in the battle to cut Mean anything, new papetWork ,
red Moe, proposals such as the product
-a. few dam earlier, on safety agency's must be closely
front; the- Consumer . -scrutinized as to whether the
Product- safety- -Commission, ,_benefiti-to-be--derived warrant
i announced it wants all the cost or airother paperwork
manulaCturers; importets, .burden.
- private labelers.  and You can maketyour  views
distributors. --OT consumer , known by writing to the
customer tompiaints relating. s a te ty Coin in _it s t-trir
to safety for a period of three Washington, D.C. 20207.




- - NEW YORK (AP). --- The past year-
- was a poor one for the stock market in
terms of dollarilost, but for some oldie
lesser known issues-it-really wasn't as
bad as you might have believed.
A study of' the years 'activity shows
that some of these stocks, such as those
traded over the counter, attracted more.
buyers 'than sellers, contrary to the
performance of a lot of blue chips.
The strength of some less well known
stocks, in fact, casts a degree of doubt
on the contention of certain critics that
• activity is becoming concentrated in
only the top 100 or so blue chips. -
The study by Interactive Data Corp.,
shows that the average share price on
the Americalistoc.k.Exchange rose 16.6
per cent and that industrial- issues
traded over the counter advanced 1,54
percent.
• Even some so-called seccind tier
stocks on the NYSE rose during-1W-
year, as _indicated by an average per-
share decline of only 1:3 percent,
compared with &much greater decline__
in the popular averages. .
The Dow Jones industrial average,




It is alost _ siii_ble....they say, to
follow closely the affairs eta great
many companies. additibn, they
point out, their investments are so large
they must seek concerns with vast
amounts of stocks outstanding.
While that might be true, the past
year's activities seem to indicate that
individual investors don't just follow
the leaders. They sought out, invested







By The Associated Press
seventh daisy of 1978. Timmy' 
Jan.
1587' days
left in the year. •
Today's highlight in history:
On this dale in 1953, Presidentthirry
Truman announced in his State of the
Union message that-the United States
hackdeveloped a-hydrogen bomb.
Oh this date:
In 1584, the Gregorian Calendar was
adopted by Roman Catholic states of
the Holy Roman Empire.
In 1800, the 13th American President,
Millard Fillmore, was born in a log
cabin in Cayuga County, N.Y.
In 1927, New York and London were
- joined BY radiotelephone service.
IT( 197, bloody fighting between
-Chinese Red Guards and workers was
reported in Nanking, China. •
In 1968, the government of lAbancin
resigned after an Israeli commando
raid at the Beirut airport.
in 1017the 0-,R-co-i-ninand in Saigon
reported
Thoughthtafotr47odaA:: Reason never.had beehans
killed in combat in the Vietnam War in
_then. Only force and oppression
1970.
 
the wrecks of the wonid
William Allen White, American writer,
1868-1944.
•
schaakhildrea today learn, when ministrative head of state..
they filit - g- allourcalf ' Randol-Ph- and his succ
cduhtry; that George_Washlogten liaPeciairlo-racalVo official
the first president. Actually, this is a giVe avian- and hIller
debatable Issue. There are three diP presiding on a raised dais
ferent ways one can figure the ctual the remnants of the Euro
definition of "ow count:M.'• 1781, that those - . power sh
the first rti res.ted.
Looking Back
ItYrear# Ago -
Dr. Harry•Sparics is pictured as he
takes the oath of office as president of
_Murray State University. The oath was
admlidatered by rt_t. O. Wrather.
esiors were -.Armen -Piz* Class Roger 'Steve
. _
guests and- -Gordon-,---son of -Mr. and Mrs. Rey
State affairs; Gordon, is on duty at Phan Rang Air
, which was Base in Vietnam.
peen feeling Deaths reported include Tom L
- Collie, age 87,-Mrs. Amos (Jessie Allen)
Burkes a e 66 'chard C. Sutter, age
86, Lee Oman--Jattson, age 56, Mrs.
Herman Taylor, Mrs. Iva Darnell, and
H. B. Price.
Mr. and Mrs. Ragon S. McDaniel will
celebrate their golden wedding an-
niversary on Jan. 18.
The Murray State University
Thoroughbreds beat Morehead 83 to 67
for its second Ohio Valley Conference
win of the season. Billy Chumbler got 22
'for Murray as high scorer.
were passed, the country was known as
The' Congret‘s; later- it wale renarned
The United States in Congress, and
• finally, under our present constitution;
' The United States as an independent •
nation. But no matter, what it was
called, the country had always had a
president. Between the time of the First




most...Of whom geld strong
about the need to increa
power. They had much to d
the present-day role of p
but two were native born
on  being Scut an_d one English 
original Congress in 1789, fourteen inen . There aterage age was 47, the youngest
served as elected presidents, - serving - was John _Jay, Who served at age 34,
terms which averaged aboul two -3411M ---"k• dest was_80,- -Marylancra--
each. _ _z_ - John Hanson: 
- The first President-, dieri., was Peyton - Their &WC-aliens wow-Varied,
Randolph, who was electedpresident 9f ranging , from Harvard-trathed- John-
theCongress, which assumed executive HaricOck, to -Nathaniel Gorham, who
. _powers from the very beginning, hod been a merchent appren
Randiaph,- a Virginia aristocrat, was lengths of terms of-office
unanimously_ elected to that post in two yearsto oidya few ilitya
1774. Peyton Randolph is-of
• - He had the power to vote and serve on terest, not only because he was the first
committees; he received and answered to guide eur fledgling country into in.
letters addressed to the Congress, dependence, but beoausehe waspartof
a large and far-flung family, the
Randolphs of Virginia. They were
stongly intermarried with the Jef-
fersons and Lewises, who later
emigrated into the wild lands of Ken-
The thirteen other men w
George Washingtini as le
country were all sturdy in
ranged from
de,alth . with foreign , diplomats, oc-
casionally drafted /resolutions and
addresses for Copeeas, and these were
invariably issued under his signature.
In other words. he was the ad-
Sensing The,News By Anthon Harrigan
77 And '78
-Nineteen seventy-seven Was sup.-
_posed.,to be a, year of promise_ for.
America. The new President vowed to
bring a fresh accent to Washington
affairs, to reduce the burden and in-
-convictions
se executive Kentucky Waterfowl expert Frank
o in shaping Dibble of Murray, biologist for the
resident; All Kentucky Division of Game and Fish,
Americana, will quiz hunters in Calloway County
hoirat___ this eek hoping to_get answers that
-ea ..belp improve state-wide, duck
hunting next year.
14 Deaths reported include loseph
Reitroat and John Wesley Billington.
The unbealleil Murray Knights,
coached by Gene Landolt, leader of the
Atomic Valley Independent Basketball
•
30 YearsAgo
77 to 65 defeat in a game at the Carr





Chilifien are new residenTs.9/ iCiniler. -,
Ridge area on Kentucky Lake. He-hair
- -retired-from the Armed Forces-after 301_
years,of service-.----̀
-BoVii_TV .-Seraletris-pow-apen for
business, _according to Bob Randokoh,
serviceinin.
Miss Barbara Jo Walker of Memphis,
Tn., chosen Miss America of 1947, is a
spacial guest today of the Kipa Pi
Journalism Club of Murray State
College. Special events have been
planned throughout the day and
evening. Miss Walker is a former
resident of Calloway County.
tucky. And its a strong possibility that , Deaths reported. include Buddy
the Randolptis of Trigg County can Brown.
trace their ancestry back to this man. Rudy Hendon, B. H. Dixon, S. V. Foy,
Next week, I am going to deal with Rachel Rowland, Mr. and Mrs. Han-
the genealogy of the Trigg County sford Doran, Marvin Hill, and A1.4E.
branch of the Ftandolphs, who were, Jones of the Calloway County Farm
whether they were related to Peyton Bureau attended the Kentucky Farm
not, one of the pioneer settlers of thie
end of the state. . 40 Years Ago, $
CommunistChina-ans -reraxect "But . Bible Thought-7-- . , ‘_...the administration. twailaued_. to an- - 
tagonize longtime- friends of the United
, States. For example, Patricia Derian, 7"----...„ . ,. 
.
the State Department's human rights I call heaven and earth ,_to record .
Big Board, fell 17.27 percent.. TheNYSE trusiveness of government, and to set coordinator, recently cited Argentina this day against you, that I 
have set
composite index fell 9.3 percent; and the country on a happier course. He as the kind of repressive country -from before 
you life and death, blessing
the Standard & Poor's mo lost 11.50 failed at all these tasks. 
, and cursing: therefore choose life,which we want to dinamoriate our-
percent. Instead of giving the nation new selves; 
---• --- that both thou and thy seed 'Way life.
Eighteen • of the twenty largest leadership, President Carter turned While kiss Derian condemned 
Deuteronomy, 30:19. -
capitalized 'corporatioas lost ground in over the government Machinery to Argentina, a friendly' country 
Our choices effect us who make
the year's trading, the study shows, but' familiar establishment faces-to Vance threatened by a leftist terrorist 
them. -They reach into • succeeding
at State, to Califano at HEW, and to movement, the State Dept. prepared to 
enerati ns We tlIejl.are -called 'to.
Bra4ra at Defame. The aanaltare return the crown of St. Stephen•-n- 
ectheoronsaei tliel -good, the7pUre ants 'the 
-National Security Council wit didn't go symbol of Christian civilization in
to someone rooted in American ways Central the the bloody corn-
and thinking, but to another Hefty munist regime in Hungary.. •
Kissinger, the Polish-born, Canadian- Will 197_81,ie any better? There's scant
reared Dr. Zbigniew Brier:Maki. _ lalpe that it will see any improvement. '
Much havoc was wreaked by the The domestic program of the Carter
administration in 1977. The Central 'administration has a single
IntelligenceAgancy, wftlentrinapoststr-therne=income- Veneer-1W= ad: -
to provide the United States with the -ministration- is_ busy devising Welfare •
most sensitive - information on and tax hatehanges that_will further
America's adversaries, was shredded penalise 'the productive middle class.
by Mr. Carter's appoint"., Stansfield ' The American working class is taking a
Turner. The administration still can't terril-iliVeating from the,"New Class'
find a new director for the FBI. -of political _bureaucrats _ Went: (Ai -
Meanwhile, the Freedom of Infor- transfer Income from the - working .
mation Act is being used to produce and sector of the population to the depen-
publicize mountains of material that dent, indolent seder. --
should remain ' confidential. _* 
jnyeattgatate_agerici_sl. charged • with --May Ledger lk Times -
.1' Eastman Kodak suffered a$5.63 billion tracking own gangsters, ip-larr
ross in total market value, while-
, General- Motplrgave.tip $4,±771)illion
: and Dow Chemical fell $3.08 billion.
Such numbers seem to indicate that
companies with leas well known names
- can attractlarge numbers of invest°
if they show preiniie of strong earn'
and prospects for price appreCiation.
However, Many companies in
categories below the 100 largest cor-
porations still maintain they are at a
, disadvantage in raising capital because
institutional investors concentrate on
the biggest. . , -
. • ne institutions H- mutaal- aad.Pen-
t. sion 
funds,, insurers and bank-
adthinistered trusts -
• aotioa.as best interests-of the
• individuals whose money makes up the
some of the lesser known names
reported some startling gains. .
On the Big. Board, which- the New
York Stock Exchange's list of more
thaw-1,500 companies entitles it to be
called, Great Lakes Dredge& Dry Dock
Co. showed a gain -176.34 patient,
. ;rising from a low-of $11.62_to a high
e fsh of 132.1/..
guruu tonsidei4illtliTgietlitililar
accomplishment, what do You call a
1 American Stock Exchange's Friendlygain of 408.33 percent, scored by the
z • Frost Inc., which climbedirom $1.50 to
4'• $7.62?
'• • Or the Amex-listed Republic Housing
• Corp...which advanced 381.82 percent to
• $6.62 from $1.50? Or another Amex•
I issue, Reading Industries Inc., whichs
tose 357.14 per cent, from 87, cents to $4?
Meanwhile, says--Intaractive Data;
Bureau convention held in Louisville.
Allen Rose is serving as commander
of American Legion Post No. 73 of
Murray.
In high school basketliiall games
Benton beat Murray Hilh, Murray
Training beat Mayfield, and Hazel beat
Alino. High scorers for each team were
Nichols with 14 for Be.nton, Alexander
and Jeffrey with 7 each for Murray
High, Boyd with 11 for Murray
Training, Maternick with 7 for
Mayfield, Brandon with 26 for Hazel,






and other criminals, can't otlerate - Fp„Aba,theriter_ ,. R. Gene Miefluteheon
Waiter!.. Apperson
_ without confideatiality, -.-.•:•- — -
-- Wherever - one 'kaki, "" one - findi --1 every afternoon except Sirunrlays .h
mes 
illy 4 Christ
eVidenee - - of . administration -7---wnts Day, New Year's Day and ThankaalrloK tv
mismanagement and poor judgment in
1977. Secretary of the Treasury - _ Murray, Ky. 42071.
SURXRIPTION RATES: In areas smell h ,Blumenthal stood by while the dollar carriers $250 month payablei .- .
pluninwted_en world mond markets. •"' .!:z., mail til ;flow.); Count to Renton. Han
Paris, eureh;nan and Puryear, Tnt.7$11 .>511 anperdThe President himself devoted much ci,f
the year to an energy bill that even an year By mail to other destinations, $32.50 per
Year
. regarded as a disaster. As a con-
overwbelmingly Democratic Congress
Assort,' and Southern Newspaper Publishers
As on.
Mesorcinlarie er Associated-Prem. KantalehY Press
sequence', Congress has refused to be The tivaoriated Press is exclusively entitled to
. energy legislation.
-I stirred by presidential rhetoric on the - rePobilail local dein ortiOnat4 by -. Mucr753;;
,. . . . 
- ledger & Times as well as all other AP news
TELEPHONE NumButs
. The administration's human rights Business Office 
- rasade resulted ki all ioilaitni_walic - jr-- , maimi- -,-153-12laaauthed AAve"inq .  ' ' . ' 7:79116• • Pressure against the,aticeiViliguniti .,Nms. CirculationNews and SportaDepLi,.....-.- 22340111--•
,
rights offenderS--the-
7- -..--1.•-•-•-•-••• ' -•V.....-X---...  I
WRiTE TO POLITICIANS
As a servicelo our readers, The
Murray Ledger • & Tithes
-periodically publishes the addresses
of the • state and federal elected
re resenter_v_ Infoor, area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
--Any senator. or - representative
-may he reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224--
3121.
Here am the mailing addresses:
—sin. Walter Huddlesion
3321 Dirtisen ffattding Washington;
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
,WIShington,fi. C. 20510-
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep:Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon Houle Qffice Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by watingtothifin it1' Care
of the State ...Capitol-:ituilding,
Frankf9rt, 40601: Home
addresses of sista legislators
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. Richard Weileaberger
Route7 — , — • - —
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
Ref/. Kenneth C. Imes .
201 S: 3rd Street • 
Murray, Ky.'42071 .
. .
The Murray Tobacco Market opened
on bat-I-with, an. average of $10.35._per-.7._
hundred pounds reported. -Graders on
the Murray floors are Charlie Farmer
and Gus Robertson. Noel Melugin is
auctioneer.
- County officials for 1938 include John
W. Clopton, county judge; J. I. Fox,
sheriff; Mary Russell Williams, county
court clerk; Wells Overbey, county
attorney; , Dewey .Crass, county tax
commissioner; Conrad C. Jones, jailer;
Max -Ghusehill4---eerenert-Gatlin-4liap-
- ton, J. Crahampenham, C. T. Rushing,
- G. M. Potts, J. W. Underwood, W. C.
Robinson, and • L. N.- Moody,
magistrates. C: -Hale- is state
representative,
City officials for 1938 are Ethan Irvan
• city judge;-George Hart, mayor; J. T.
-----Wallis,--WE*--Elliott, Foreman Graham,
R.P. &gland, Robert S. Jones, and L.
D. Outland, city councilmen.-
50 Years Ago
Deaths reported this week include
.soby mason, mrs. Nannie POOL &frt.'
Frances Stevens Taylor, age 88, John
R. Meadows, age 79, Headley Boyd, age
77, W. D. McNabb, age 53, D. a-Jones,
age 74, and Billie Dunn, age 77.
Births reported this week include a-
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Lancy Morris on
Dec. 31, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Loel
Steele on Dec. 30, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Burkeen on Dec. 26, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh Story on Dec. 27, and a
girl tole. Iftd brit: Clay Darnell on
Jan. 4.
Marriages announced this week
include Robbie White to Paul Blalock
on Dec. 18, Laurine Jones to Grant
Stiles on Dec. 27, Edith' Orr to Mitchell
Story on Dec. 30, and Lucille Walstonto
Jack Dodd on Dec. 23. ,
Steaks are advertised-WS centaller
pound in the ad for Tolley and Carson.
Anew _three story lxi.tel will be con- _
structed On the lot afSixth and Main
Streets, Murray, within therieit three
months- with the cost Aping about •
$90,000. .
-After many-years Of untiling work on
the part of the Oilloway qunty
Chapter of the American Rod Cross and
the liciffra-TWiffnan's Club, Callowir
County will have a health nurse to serve
the residents. Mrs. Mable Glasgow has
been hired for the position.
Deaths reported this week include
Sam Stubblefield, age 89, Fent Howlett,
Elvis Bailey, and Mrs. Bert Hale.
Murray State Teachers College has
an ad for the new semester to start Jan.
30, 1928, saying six new buildings will be ,
in use, according to Dr,. Rainey T.
—.Wells, president. Room and btward
women will be $5 per week and board.:
- for men and women will be $4 per week
at the Wells Hall dormitory ler. women '
on Noah 16th Street, Minfaj: the new"
dormitory Will ticctimodate"32Sitonien.
Marriages announced this week
'include ,Ehia Edwarchrio Mink
Hendon on Dec. 25, Elizabeth Murphy
to Walter Bryan Moser on Dec. 29, and
Etoille Cain to Ralph Ray on Dec. 31.
Ite-starriy RotarY-Chrb-feted-theit
wives at the annual Rotary Ann Night
Dec. 29 .at the Bon _Ten Sale,
M tray.
rances Sexton, student at the
University of Illinois, and Ruth Sexton,
home economics instructor at Cadiz
High School, spent the holidays with
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Sexton.
Isn't It The Truth
Election to the U.S. Senate and the _
LRouse of Representatives does
something awful to people. It appears '
to kill their desire to serve anybody but
- Themselves, making them like dancers
Who, having tem-Tied the stelis, halm















Ouality krvice Gets  Heat Pump Certification
-
Heat pump dealers who are The Certified Eleat4 Pump
certified to install electric Installation Program, a joint
heat pumps were recently MES and TVA project, en-
named by Bill Barker, courages the conservation of
manager of Murray Electric energy through the increased
System. installation of the electric heat
Completing the basicarepurap,a centrakhome comfort
TTQUIPeptlits, of the Certified_ conditioning system that has a
, Heat "'Pump ..1a4ta1latien lisati_efficiency_ef Alicia 200
...-
Program was Lariit Wisehart per. cent.
of Quality Service Co. To help the dealers to earn
certification, two different
°MK te new efficiency-sized car from Dodge, offers American buyers economy
yet a wkle\iariety of standard and optional interior and exterior comforts.
DETROIT - The all .new
Dodge_Ormiii offers a winning -
combination for Amerieari--
motorists: size and comfort.
The 1978 Omni was designed
to be an . efficiency-sized
automobile, and the four-door
--hatchback has 'sub-compact
dimensions: a wheelbase of
2520 mm n (99.2 in.), an overall
length of 4186 mm (164‘.8- in.)
and an overall width of 1681
-mm 4662 -in. But ,I.tholigh
the car is small on the outside,
it has more than 100 cubic feet
of interior volume.
When the Omni was first
plan_ned, designers started
with parameters for a small,
.fuel-efficient automobile._
Weight and size had to be
within specific limits and, of
course, the power plant would
be a four-cylinder engine. But
instead of designing the
outside first, Chrysler Cor-
poration put theemphasis on" 
designinga roomy passenger
compartment, comparable in
critical dimensions to luxury
imports. "That means we ptit--=Pr
the people in and set comfort
levels fifst," said Richard G.
Macadam, Chrysler Vice
President of Design.
One important feature that
Make us your one-stop shop
— for all your pharmaceuticals,
beauty aids and toiletries!
FREE DELIVERY
The Clinic Pharmacy






Choose fromitselection of flexible
insurance plans to protect your farm, hojte,
,and personal property.
choice of-MIR-TM UARD
- Coyeragss andcombine thern.into one
comprehensive package of protection for
your property, plUs insurance for most of
the liability exposures you and your family
May face during personal activities.
us today about a personallied
MULTIGUARD insurance plan for your
farm and family. .
The Murray lnsur
Bel Air Shopping Center Phone 753-4751
contributes to Ornni's interior
=--roominess is that it employs.
• front-wheel drive instead of
conventional rear-wheal—
drive. Front-wheel drive
allows a shorter front
overhaing, providing extra
:space inside. It-also means 
thatthere is -no transmission.
"aunnel" so familiar, to
American motorists and that
the floor can be lower-,
oviding in reased le room.
Only a small central "tunnel"
is needed trrprovide-cliarance
for the exhaust pipe, parking
brake cables and transmission
linkage.
Omni's interior was
designed to be roomy and to
even look open and spacious.
— "Beginning lwfth the driver
and extending to all seating
• __positions, these cars are
_designed to give aeenpants a
7..„ particularly good feeling, a
__comfortable, "desirable en-
---vireoment," Macadam said.
' -"We didn't want_ people
-crammed inta, ..11 metal
cocoon."
This concern with driver
—and passenger comfort is
obvious in many ways: driver
--vorientation to the in-
struments; the slope of the
hood; the large, low windows,
and interior trim to com-
plement the theme. Space was
increased in a variety of ways.
New thin-back, foam cushion
front bucket seats, similar to
those used in Chrysler's
Cordoba, provided about an
inch more knee room for
passengers seated on the rear
full bench. Rear seat hip room
is actually 42 mm 11.7 in.)
wider than Cadillac's Seville,
also a four-passenger car.
-"Offe way to interest people
in fuel efficient, smaller cars
is to make them appealing,"
Macadam said. -We stressed
efficiency. We had functional
space and wanted to make the
most of it to give the customer
a maximum return on in-
vestment."
heat pump, schools are
available through the
cooperation of MES, TVA, and
heat pump manufactitter
specialists. Although the
schools are not mandatory for
certification, they are helpful
to the dealer in understanding
the requirements. -
"-Me first schal -.reviews
duct design and installation.
Dealers are furnished with
designs information- - for
restdential duct systems and
_ether aids for designing
residential and small com-
mercial heat pump in-
stallations.
At the second school, ser-
vicemen are shown ways to--
trouble:shoot electrical —016.-
mats; refrigeration circuits,
and they review the charging
and servicing of heat pumps.
ROSS CHERRY, TVA Engineer, and Bill Barker, director of Murray Electric System,
congratulate Larry Wiseheart on completing his requirements as a certified heat pump
dealer.
Danny Crabtresorieolitier.
of the College Shop_oeCW1
Street, says he will "base the
image of The College Shop on
fashion, quality, service at
reasonable prices."
Crabtree comes to Murray
from Union City,- Tenn.
Married, he and his wife- Pat
have two boys, Chris, 9, and
Jeff, 5.
"We will be going to all the
markets and shows to buy the
newest, the best and the best
values in today's fashions,"
Crabtree said.
Crabtree said The College
Shop will carry hard-to-find
merchandise such as clothes
for the tall man, athletic suits
and sportswear.
Crabtree indicated he ex-
pects to expand and change
The College Shop with the
customer's ease of shopping in
mind. He said he will "create
a relaxed, pleasant and per-
sonal service fora . total at-
mosphere to making shopping --
fun"
A seven year veteran of`the
retail clothing business,
Crabtree is a certified custom
tailoring specialist, enabling
Crabtree to give a thisiorrier-a
proper fit.
Here's an idea with double
benefits: Stop smoking and
treat the money you save as a
"bonus." A two-pack-per-day
smoker should gain about $400
a year just for doing hitisself a
by Bill Boyd
Another suggestion: Put the money you save into a














"Our main bysiness is not ...fa see what lies dimly
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= four Count ians
---
Four _ floytinty-
persons have earned their
salesmen's licenses according
to an announcement made this
week by the Kentucky Real
Estate Commission.
"In view of the nation's
energy problem and realizing
that the cost of energy is going
up. we at MES urge our
consumers to consider the
efficient1. economical
operation of the electric heat
pumps offered by certified
dealers," said 'Barter.
He pointed out that any of
the certified dealers would be
happy to answer questions
about the electric heat pump.
For additional in-
formation; ask us for a copy of
the free heat pump booklets,"
said Barker.
-MANMELIVOIRO----Ilit -
Tappan Company has an-
nounced ratification of a new
labor agreement between
Kemper, a division of The
Tappan Company located in
Richmond, Indiana, and Local
5163 of the United
Steelworkers of America. The
three-year agreement,
starting January 1, 1978,
covers 642 bargaining unit
employees and was ratified In-
a vote held on Friday,
December-.3B1„ 1977. It am--
tinues a retard of coarser-
negotiations without strike '
since a first agreement
reached-in 1956.
Kemper is a major stock
kitchen cabinet and bathroom
vanity manufacturer and is
part of Tappan's Cabinet
Group, which if the second
largest manufacturer of such
cabinets in the United States.






Examination gives on Nov. 18,
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Victories In NBA Last Night
,By The Auoclstsd Preu- - • laying easy. And-Goodriehis-a the first h-ll before Houston
Three visiting teams real pro." rallied in the third quarter to
• captured victories in a rare. Wattsoehe was a favoqte in-. „Ate the scorkat 0,1, The genie
show 'Of tea& strength in the Seattle, was Cheered' at every seesawed after that with 10
NationalBasketball turn by his new fans and given lead changek in the' fourth
Association Friday Mitt, a laud ovation when he left the qaarrir,‘ But Noma- meow,
• while Slick Watts celebrated a glut* -with two seconds left. who scored 25 points for
homecoming toNew Orleans. "While Watts was making a Houston,' fouled out with 2:13
Watts; reformer star at-Newi- new home in New Orleans, the to go and the _Bucks captured
Orleans' Xavier University, San Antonio Spurs, New York an important road triumph.
hit a 12400t Annper with 12 -"Afiticks and Milwaukee Bucks
Knicks 99, Bulls 97- 'man& left to give his new took to the road and won. The
Bob McAdoo's 28 points, in-tarn, the New Orleans Jazz, a , Spurs tripped the New Jersey
eluding the last basket of the95-92 lead over the Atlanta Nets 110-105, Milwaukee
game with 1:52 left, gave New- Hawks. A free throw 20 downed the Houston Rockets
seconds later by Gall. ,g1,6-101 
yerk a
and the isnicks edged__ an 
eight;aret the start if
ne road trip: -
'CiOodrieli, • who .seor4" -27-- the Chicago Bulls 99-97.
points, sealed the 96-94 Other NBA games saw form McAdoo, who led a fourth-
-triumph. hold as the Philadelphia 76ers quarter Knicks surge that saw
dAcquired earlier in the week . crushed. the Los Angeles 
them erase a four-point et_
late th 11-in a trade with the Seattle Lakers 123-110 at the S -e-pec- in e game, hit his 
nds theSuperSonics, the 6-foot-1 trum, the Washington Bullets breaker 15 seco after
d'playmaker had been in town manhandled the 'Indiana Bulls got their Iriipoints on
less than Zj hours before the Pacers 146-114 at home and 
an Artis Gilmore hook with
game. - — • the Golden State Warriors 
2:07 remaining.
-Jazz Coach- Elgin Baylor nipped the Detroit Pistons 1(7-
said: "Slick -Watts did- 106 at Oakland. Spurs 110, Nets 105
extremely well tonight,- Bucks 103, Rockete_181 George Gervin scored 25
considering that met and -Dave Meyers scored-20- -poinis and Billy Paultz,
- talked with litni for the first- anii hit the -Winning-- -Playing in- his home state
today- He's going to-be a basket with 10 seconds left against the team he fennerly
big help to our ball club." while Brian Winters led all played for in the American
Wads played 20 mirage/kir scorers with 31 „wints for Basketball Association, added
the Jazz - about 20. times Milwaukee. - 19 points and 10 rebounds for
of his playing time in the final The Bucks led for most bf the Spurs.
five weeks with the Sonics -






Where _have the Tigers
been? _
Everywhere, but Their own
gymnasium. Playing eight of
their first.-10..games on the
road, Murray High will return
home to face Wingo Ttiesday
night in hopes of snapping
three-game losing streak, the
latest a heartbreaking 7049
loss at Fulton County Friday
night_
Murray won .by two points
over Fulton County in the
opening round of the Calloway
Christmas Tournament. The
Pilots were out for revenge
and they_gotit,_but not before
Murray High made a valiant
effort which fell short in the
final seconds • as a rather_
controversial call sealed
Murray's fate. - —
Senior guard Bill Wilson,
who came off the bench- and
plaYed a standout -game, was
the man of the hour-for
Murray High as with just 15
seconds lett, be came tip _with
a steal and rove for the basket
for the easy,bucket, tying the
By MIRE BRANDON game at 69 apiece.
Ledger & Times Sports Editor Fulton County brought the
Every now and then on a ball down the Door and Ricky
sign, you'll see a -Welcome Duncan of the Pilots had a
Home" jnessage. Don't Ig_ head-on collision with Frank
surprised if Monday arGA&liam of Murray, It aw
Tuesday, you see "Welcome neared as if Gilliam was set in
Home Murray High basketball position to draw ilia charge
team" on a sign somewhere in _ but-the cafl d4in't go that way
town.- and an ngrjtarV Miller flew
off the Tiger bench to protest
to eatrz-Allgralirtlia -
After a timeout, Duncan
came out and hit the first free
-throw. The-Pflots -were called
for a lane violation' on the
second shot and it was a 70-69
game. .
Murray _rushed the bill
inbounds and Brad Taylor
managed to get off a 20-footer
from '-'" -right wing and' the
balritiniii-ed-off, giving the
Pilots the win. '
"Fulton County played an
exceptional game," Miller
said. "But I feel like when we
get home and get our crowd
malting the noise for a change,
it's going to help us," he ad-
ded.
The Pilot fans made noise
_ and besides wanting back at
the Tigers, the other reason
they ----made noise was the
simple fact their team played
a brilliant game.
In fact, Murray High was
quiW fortunate WIC able to
„play at Fulton County and
come out just a one-point
loser. There are few teams in
the First Region who libidd
fare as well as the Tigers did.
Murray had just one lead in
the ,entire Contest and that
came with 55 seconds . left
when Wilson hit two free
throws for a 17-16 lead but 11--
31/2 junior Darvell Holder hit a
free throw with 34 seconds left
to tie the game at 17 apiece at
the end of the first period.
Fulton County had a 21-19
edge then ripped off eight
consecutive points and from
that point on, the Pilots were
inisimmand for the rest of the
half. It was 39-34 when Bill
Wilson hit with five seconds
left and it appeared the half
would Pl
feeding loy 'five. rieith:-"
But Ronnie Cheirs. _hat -
different ideas and he swished
a 35-footer either right at or
right after - the buzzer,
de.mdirw. on which team
were cheering for as the call
could have gone either way.
Fulton County's largest lead
of the contest came with 3:56
left when Holder scored on a
sensalionaltip for a 49-38 lead..
The third period ended with
Fulton County ahead 51-44.- -
With just over five minutes
left in the game, Fulton
County led 63-54 and appeared
to be headed for the win. But
Impressive Tiger Girls
By MIKE BRANDON keep in the game.
Ledger Times sports Editor _ -The Tigers played with
confidence and moved the ball
see any pictures on the_ Fisher said his Mull* High -.played- ,with more, two local basketball girls' basketball-rerun would,
games played Friday. aggressiveness than their havein a little moretime, become a displayed game thisThe reason: we good club. He wasn't kidding. seesefl.




see the mistakes we
make. Today, you don't A couple of weeks ago, Rick with-sip on offense. And they
the developing madeThe trip with the band to except en the scoreboard.




happened. For the fans
who went to the 90-100
mile round trips to
Fulton County and St.,
Mary, we apologize for
not having pictures. But
on the other hand, both
of our writers did make
it home despite the
miserable driving,
. conditions so a few
--pictures not being in the
paper won't kill anyone.
We promise a sincere
effort to bring the
readers the best sports
coverage possible and
we feel we're doing that.
But we just made an
honest mistake so
forgive us *end we'll
keep on plifiging away.,
So really, nobody was ex-
pecting great things Friday
night when the Tigers went to
Fulton County to meet tlif
Pilots, a team that won 53-29
over the Tigers last month in
.the Calloway County
Christmas Tournament.
However, great things did
happen, even though the
Tigers came up on the short
end britlinUscore.
-For all -but three minutes
, of the game, the Tigers out-
played and outhustled the
talented Fulton County team,
which in the previous -game,
could have probably played its
second string and defeated the
Tigers.
-The Tigers outrebounded
Fulton °Minty and played
their best defensive game of
the season, keeping the middle
bottled _up and forcing the






Mister Penguin Tuxedo Rental
312 Broadway
Deduce, Ky. 4444520
-We have had just one
practice since Christmas.
With eight of our players in
Florida, the rest of them
couldn't practice because
there wasn't anybody to play
against.
"The cinly day we had to
prepare for this game was
_
Thursday and a cotttde of girls
were-Sick-then froorrilW4eip--bui
back from Florida. I thought
we rally played well.
ìt,Pefensively. we dist a good.
foh. We hurt them somewhat
with the press too," - Pisher
added.
Murray hurt the Pilots More-
than somewhat. Fulton
County had 30 turnovers in the
contest while Murray, getting
superb guard play from Janie
Washer and Marlene Farrell,
had half that total.
Not only did the Tigers not
-make any turnovers, they
were able to find the basket
much better. Washer had a
tremendous game, hitting
seven of 14 shots and most of
her field goals came from
outside.
-Besides -getting good guard
play,-tfurrex.had-streng piay
_ de-from -Catherine -
mons and -Griffith.
lime and time again, both hit
the offerisiveUards'afid kept
the
But more importantly, they
diecked Donna Sledge of the
Pilots extremely well. Sledge
finished with 18 points, four
below her Region-leading
average. But in the end, it was
Sledge who managed to come
through and pull the game out.
iturraA led_ almost the
entire -arm. Simmons hit a
three-point play with 1:56 left
in the opening period fora 7,5
lead. Griffith hit on a five-fat
hoarshot and Washer hit from,
15 feet to end the scoring in the
priod which ended with
Murray ahead 11-5.
Then at the start of the
second period, freshman
Tayna Alexander hit two
consecutive field goals and the
Tigers had a 15-5 lead. Fulton
County finally found some
offense and had Irbil-hied-the-
Murray -lead to 10-17 at
halftime.
The Pilots scored the first
six points of the third period
but Murray refused to fold.
Washer and Farrell hit 4.w-
secutive long shots '-'and
Murray went back into the
lead at 24-23 after not scoring
for the first six minutes.
appropriately enough,
Sledge opened the fourth
quarter scoring with a free
given -- him a 1-sTriike—aci- Miller, who won this titlellikee er girls -drop to. 2-3 
Watson Fires 68 To
Lead Tucson Field
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) - Tom
Watson, rested and refreshed
after a 21.'2-month break from
golf, had a simple explanation
for his commanding lead at
the -halfway point of the
$200,000 Jos Garagiola-Tucson
Open.
"My heart is in it," he sat!
after a 4-under-par 68
Friday's second round had
college prospect, getting 14.
Murray used nine players in
the game and particularly
impressive off the bench was
Nicky Swift, a 6-1 1-2
-sophomore who came in and
scored four pouts and played 
some fine defense on Holder.
"We stressed the (Act in
practice that we had to have
everyone contribute in some
way and all of our nine people
helped us," Miller said.
"When you play as well as
you can and still lose, you
don't have, anything te be
ashamed of. We're always
talking about intensity and we
played with it tonight. I think
Fulton County is definitely one
of the most talented clubs in
4
regioa. -  -
"But when we have -a-
more people get some more
playing timevereire going to
start windiri,g some of these
close games. We're at least
nine deep and maybe more.
."Boone, I thought, had his
best game. He really played
with a lot of detenninatWai and
spirit and took the ball to the
basket very well. I thought Ed
Harcourt played an -out-
standing game. He set up ear
defense and ran it well and I
was also pleased with the play
we got from Bill Wilson,
especially his defense," Miller
added.
Fulton County improves to
5-4 and will play tonight at
Carlisle County while the 5-5
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 3half-dozen rebounds. Ed H&Yreowt  4 
Hatvourt added 13 pointaant- e'x'ne • 77's::-.-2.
_vullAd down 10 rebounds in a  swift _  " 1- 4 _ F- -.- ..„,fesood shwoing by the 6-1 Daniel 0 0 0 11
total.
Lafiuiy•Wadkies failed to
make it with a 76-147.
•
Trevino, who capped his
comeback from surgery with
a victory in the Canadian
Open last yebr, and Gary
McCord were next at 137.
Each had a 67 on the Tucson
National Golf Club course,
which sprawls 7,305 yards
through a desert valley.
Defending champion Bruce
Lietzke had 71-14i, Jotumy
scored from
left for a 36-.34 Pilot lead. The. n
after both teams. missed field
goak, thue ?gots iced it with
Jerry Odlin :31 
meads left when Sledge hit
' two free throws.
Murray turned the baJj over
and Sledge ended the scoring
In the game with a rebound
bucket, making the finalMurray State freshman
margin six points. Sledge had
cm§ eu.PutrY 4ar slarrY 1-ihie--fi-ohiu-th-twurai
wi won a race in Florida last --
"We knew we haek.d to contain
Running in the "Last Gasp
Race of 1977" held at
Jacksonville, facllin covered
the 5.5 -inile course 28:04 for
first place.
• Odlin won a plaque for his
sur.ny _ weather and -finish in the nom. Odlin, a
,Wadkins reeled off a string of , from England, was
five consecutive birdies on his staging with friend in
way to i 5mnd-round-it, Jacksonville over the holidays




 •-• •i• 
Sledge to have a chance to win
it and we did stop her for most
of the game but then she came
around in the end," Fisher
said. -
- Mot coach Richard Henson
was impressed with the
performance of Murray High.
"I hate to say it but they
outplayed us," Henson said.
"They played with more
desire and enthusiasm until
the last three minutes. We
may have been a little over-
confident too.
"Plus we had some
problems: Sledge hurt her
imkel .in the tournament at
Calloway and wasn't at full
strength. Benita Darnell has
had some problems with her
appendix and Sheila
Alexander wasn't able-to play
because of the flu. But I'm
certainly not taking anything-
away from Murray High.
"Sledge came through irrthe
end and Saixe Sharp hit some
big baskets for us. We also did
-a good job in holding the ball
when we got the lead," Henson
added.
Sledge and Washer were the
only players in the_game to hit
double figures.
Murray had 35 rebounds,
Fulton County had 24. For
Murray; Farrell, Kirsta
Russell and Griffith all had
seven rebounds while Sim-
- mons added six. Sledge had 13
rebounds for Fulton County,
which is now 5-4 on the season.
G dham
Perry 
Bradshaw 0 0- 2
ping junior while Frank Totals 27 15 21 69
Gilliam was held to a season- '°' °' _
low 12 points. Wilson rounded McKinney „ IV 5 4
_ ,
out the twin figure scoring ,,eirsH°Idarreren  0
with 10. 
ip
1 3 2 5
$ • 5 14 14
Fulton County won the sadierAken* •7* 
rebound department 45-40 Divan 4 9 1 17''
with Holder, who next year ;14.°Cala y 
17 17 10 22-0
X 18 n 70
will definitely be a major Fulton 17 24 10 111-70
'Brim the tam
to Perkins
apiece. But Washer hit two and will play at Paducah-vantage. "My heart is in consecutive years before '
he repeated, "and I'lm.read,ic falling into the golfing more short jumpers and Tilghman Monday.
to play, really ready to play." doldrums last' season, rallied Murray went up by four. " • MX SAM
Watson, admittedly weary for a 71 that just got him into Fulton County .forced ties 
at
and mentally drained after the the final two rounds with a 146 2°, 30.32 and '34 before ledge
globe-trotting exploits that
won him 1977 Player of the
Year honors, devoted the past
couple of . months to flying
lessons and very little golf.
"It's amazing what he's
doing," Lee Trevino said after
.Watson had posted a 13-under-
par total of 131 for the first 36
holes of the season's kickoff
Apr in here
him and I know he hasn't
had, ,a chance to do much
practicing."
- Tied for second at 135 were-
J.C. Snead " and Bobby
- Waditinp, younger brother of
PGA champion Lanny





preparing for the indoor track





V ft /A 
7 0 1 14
Farrell t 2- 3 I
Griffith . , 2 0 4 4
Russell 0 1 I. 1
Alexander - 2 0 2 4
Simmons 1 i 6 3
Totals .15 4 12 34
09/0'011 COUNTY
tit ft pf tp
Darnell 0 2 0 2....iarp 
3 0 2 6
edge .,. 7 4 3 18
larney 1 3 0.. 2 6' lendrix   3 0 1 4
S. Worionan 1 0 2 7
Malone   .i--$ 0 2
Totals , -, --------, 12 iii 40
Murrily II #1 11-31
Fulton $ 12 6 17-40




then, things turned. Murray
High-got a couple of breaks as
the Pilots missed some easy
shots. During the stretch,
Murray tightened its defense
and Fulton County began to
make mistakes against the
Tiger press.
Finally, after a steal by Ed
Harcourt and assist to Bill
Wilson on the break, the
Tigers had whittled the Pilot
lead down to a mere point at
63-62 with 2:30 left and it was
anyone's game from there on
out. —
The Pilots led 0-66 with 32
seconds left when Brad Taylor
went to the line for Murray.
He hit his first shot and missed
the second with Holder pulling
_down the rebound.
Then can* • W neon s
dramtic steal and drive which
leid the game at 69 apiece and
40 the stage for the final call
Of the game, the foul on
Gilliam which could have gone
as a charging foul.. ,
Holder finished Witb 22
points to pace the Pilots while
Ricky Duncan, hitting nine of
nine from the ling (not
counting the attempt on which
was a lane. violation
Wed 17 politti. Joe Warren,
bulky and_impresaive-lookina
sophomore forward, added 14
points.
For Murray, it Was AUL:
Howard Boone taking up the
offensive punch as be worked
inside for 18 points in an
outstanding game, perhaps
his best of the season. .
Boone sat out about five
minutes of the third period
because of foul trouble and
fouled out in the final minute








slice of real Ky. Co. ham, 2 eggs
and hot biscuits with redeye
gravy.
Reg $2 85 JUST $2.50
*COUNTRY NAM SANDWICH..'/1 lb.
of Ky. Co. ham with fries.
Reg 82 15 JUST $1.95
*COUNTRY NAM DINNER...Center
cut slice of the finest Ky. Co.
ham...served with crisp salad,
your choice of potato and corn-
bread with white beans. -
Reg $l75 JUST $2.99
Prices Good All Day Every Day
During Januarelr -
" U.S. 641 North
ihraY
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Raymonds- Blames Sportswriters Winning At St. Mary
_ mnrugrEpacg facthr-In- that all linportintrv however, Randy McCalion lust going out there:I-hope we better teams mate region and
-
er.-- By KEN RAPPOPORT-
in. . - - - _ AP Sports Writer
tve Hank Ftaymonds doesn't.
ne believe everything he reads in










































human. They re"ati that and'
they believe that kind of crap.
A team like Centenary has
everything to gain and nothing
ris- riter*- 'Period al-Playashe seored-sft was f uled which was in Uselt-V-better a Int -Marshall - I think eta we Will sftrrae
Calloway County fans didn't of his seven points at this tline. 'amazing considering the -County next Tuesday night," sorne peoplebeforethe-settson
nation's frnirth-ranked team. 1.4411ge-C16147440 . w
Only two other ranked w
Imo that they were going to,7DarYIBushrod fired in one for small number of fouls called .Coach Gourley added. is over." - • •
teams were in action' Friday
night, with No. 7 UCLA
game Fciday. night as the 34.-2aleacibefore time was up. He went to the charity striPe a ten foot jumper from the season and Ls ranked ninth
Paducah to see a football two points to give the Lakers a in the game. "Mad Dog': Lamb scored on Calloway is now 6-4 for the
' - beating Washingtm 3.841r and Lakers took on St. Mary's on how?ver, Donald Vinson was and sunk both of his free right side to tie the score at 60-,:; according to the First Region
if it concerns his Marquettp In 'effect, the Marquette No. 16 Holy Cross routing .the Viking's home territory, able to tinq in a long one from throws to make the score 49-48 60 with 2:50 left in the game. coach's poll. St Mary's was
basketball team. -f--- - coach blamed sports writers Fordharn 100-65.
He gave o stern leeture on for: Ma "warriors: uninsPired
. _ 
Forwards David GreensroOtiji. 
Ctitally. it wasn't, really a. the right aide Iv' the Vikings with the Letters down by lust _ Mccallon followed up with a ranked fifth. and_ had an 8-2._ .1
na- „pa-football „game,' it just looked lust beforathebassar'..sainded one point aiiil !hats the way long shot from the right side to reiordioing intothe Friday's
the subject of ores-Sinai-is slio,,ving- against a team 'of and jarrkts Wilkeg Smr"" .- like one as the Lakers slipped to give St. Mary's a onc-peint - the period 'endea • with fans give the Lakers a two-point gspne . • .. •-;
lead: The Vikings seemed to - Huntaville Butler and
give up hope as Calloway Livingston Cent*. Were the • --
players openly chided the only two schools to defeat the
seasick sailors and McCallon Vikings prior to the Calloway,
scored again. After a timeout Game...: z"
With • 1:2 -left-stin the clock- -'St'.--......1  edged-
Gen-Wed-than went to the liiirghinisti-- • in T-ilghinessta-
and-missed a. free throw NOW Christkoae-esurney_ •___
McCallon immediately „if- some kind of device for
terwards. Lockhart was able measuring the importance of
to redeem himself however, as the Calloway victory.
he went to the line with ? ;41 Coach Hargrove' expressed
left on the clock and sunk two his appreciation Of the support
free throws to put the icing on - -given the team by the many
because people like you like to Dickinson 60, Allegheny 53 
Fordham with a 14-2 tear in 'Gourley commented, "We' 
the cake for the Lakers. Calloway fans who drive the
bad. The ballplayers are only Lafayette 65, Army 62 ' 
first half and delivered the • . . . our offenee.-.4,thefild, of -thi --- - nitig- ' -. - - '
or-.0Garlenn ,Olvivithe withenebegight ontsd..x. MaryVinson went to the line for fifty, 
foggy miles to Paducah
nd 's with 
0:26 left in the to witness the exhilarating
.h  Calloway's defense.
tell us who's good and who's Holy Cross 100,-Vordharn 65 the final nine nlinutes at - "We opened with a defense , didn't stick to our defense
*-;..---- LaSalle--1-18;14agara 97 
knockout blow with a 59-point 
designed to our. outside _
shooting. We weren't doing too half we let them score eight in - eve ' Z front end of a one plus 'foul many Calloway Countians at
ballgame and scored on the event. There were hearty as
Karen Weis ' - - Northea_stein .85, St. outburst inthe seconditlf. • _ hotBellamy  and we changed defenses 'a row to catch up with-us. We Calloway outrebounded St. situation. There was a timeout the game as there were VikingMichael's -75 -Elsewhere, e --1 • between the first and second let them get the idea triat 'Mary's 3742 and was 10 of with ten seconds still on the fans. It was a rough drive but
hit four foul shots in the last 20
Pennsylvania 86, Harvard uarters. We used two-one- could play bill with lis and 'fourteen from the free throw clock and the many Laker the fans were well rewarded,
sometimes 'negative- power in--
the wake of __the__ Warriors'
uneasy 72-56 victory_over
Centenary Friday night.
"You guys told me how easy
this would be," • -Rezmonds
said; addresOltig" freirers




his words hit home, 
"Don't get me wrong, Pm
glad we won," he went on, his




Jim Boylan scored 14 points_
and seldom-used Robert Ryrd
sparked a sieonci-half surge
with three quick baskets to
lead ...the ...victory_  for fWv.
College Scores -
By The Associated Press
- EAST  t 
Hreeklyn It Lehman 49 -
CCNY 96, Staten Island 74
Colgate 74, Lehigh 69, 2 OT
... points each as UCLA opened h Q. 
its Pac-8 season in impressive '''Y '''" 
Mary's 
6483' 
, - --- *'at-31-at halftime;-• . ' ()tilting on the edges of their
The referees let things get a Coach Hargrove stated, seats.
- fashion. Greenwood also
grabbed 23 rebounds lir the little out of 
hand or should we  '`We.hadto get St. Mary's in a , Calloway played a good
they pretended things half-Court ballgame. We.
Bruins began defense of their 
say team game much like the one
were a little out of sight as the played well against their press_Fac-8 title. The_13kuins are_ they played against Wingo
oingiakekhoii.42-thiiiitight_-.- - - aggressive Vikings look ' the- 'Tiffin -endate-barrrthe--baRrr44):7441rlier u3. the weet.,'Sliere
conference crown. 
ballgame to Calloway in the them once on the press.- Ad- were 19 assists in the gaipe for
Greenwood h'15of his 
tually, the press hasn't given 
Calloway and they only turnedfirst quarter.
rebounds as UCLA went ahead 
The Lakers nearly let things us any trouble all year. Mc- the ball over 13 times as
43-23. 
get out of hand in the first Callon did a good job for us at compared to the Vikings' 20
Ronnie Perry poured' hi 26 
quarter as they were out- point and I think he is,... turnovers. Bushrod and
points, leading ty -- scored 21-10 hy. the end of the 
_probably one of the v•- -̀ -- McCallonaearh contributed 18
rout of outrrtanned Fordham. 
period-- -Coach Clayton -underrated ; play,e'r? in
The Crusaders staggered Hargrove attributed this -region.
points to---'' Laker effort
while "Mad 1:1Og"
. almost disasterous mistake to ' ...Viking Coach Dennis
Dalmaith 47 
Army 65-62; Michael Brooke_
St. Francis,' N.Y. 84, Con- one defense tonight Chant** The third period of action-did?. not score -am anY Calloway. varsity-team was defeated in
d 13 followed b
In Milwaukee ne.
Fifth seeded Loci Oberheide
of Trinit7 Ilniversity pilled
cid ha 6-3, (1-1- win over Mur?gy
State's/Wren Weis in the third
Land -of-the Milwaukee
Tennis-Classic Thursday.
Weis is the top player for the
Itacevutornen'alennis. team,
which is Coached by Nita
Head. Coach Head said she
was extremely pleased to see
Weis make it to the third,.
found. There are 65 colleges
represented In the tourney,
which is considered one of the
toughest in the national.
In thelirst round, Weis won
6-41trid..6-4 over Kathy Morris
of the University of Wisconsin.
'Then in the second round,
Weis won 6-2 and 7-6 over Ann
Cleary of the University of
Arizona to move into the third
round match where she lost.
Miss Weis is still playing in
the mixed doubles.
• 
seconds to lead Lafayette over
• two defense all year and_ then it was hard to stop line. The Vikings were nine of fans were in ectasty with the everything considered.
W Virginia 711,- -George
Washirigton 61 "
"-Williams- 60, glabtatt 18
SOUTH
Florida Tech 84, St. Xavier
83
N Kentucky 73, Florida So 67
MIDWEST
Carthage 72,-htillikin 70
Marquette 72, Centenary 56
N Dakota 75, Wis-
Whitewater 68
SOUTHWEST
Okla. Chris -.15, VW
Oklahoma 71 • -
Texas So 72, Misidssippi Vly
69 4,0
FAR WEST
Arizona 78, Grand Canyon 66
Boise St 86, Montana St 84
Idaho St 65, Moatana 57
Lewis & Clark 105, Whitman
84
Oregon 49, California 47
Oregon St 48, Stanford 47
N Arizona 65, Idaho -58
UCLA 79, Washington 60
PHOTO
SPECIALS
r ri Dm:eiressan 41 ;0 ".X BIG
Vt. Q; 10414./sw . Avg 5..` Vfi, 0 • 411.-
Oc OFF ,..„wsh,;'"
On Any 20 Exposure-wliwn
ovisth.tos, PRINTED
1.111IT 0 VE 1104 Pet (WPM ROL
4.(4. 4504.4 ANY SLUM OA Co3LOIR NECATIV:
/ma., Es' LA R CMENIS PER COUPON
rnb ISTOSIMMEIMICEIE3 BIG fa
Q.' 44- vAtifwir..kl. • .1.1 4101I S"... ,




30 polnth and 16 rebounds I -
La-Salle to a 116-97 victory
over Niagara; Keven
„ McDonald had 30 points to
lead Penn past Harvard 86-81
and Kelvin Small scored a
c•Wer-high 15 points as
°Mon haki on for a 49-47
victory over California.
Also, Lowes Moore scored a
game-high _20 points.- te lead
West Virginia to a 7141
decision over Giorge
Washington Ulaversity ;
Kenny Davis:Olaf Taylor and
Lany Demic-ctunbined for 46
polpts to pace Arizona past
Grand Canyon College 78-66;
Ste* Smith and Mark Rad-
ford hit a pair of free throws
each in the final 33 seconds to
preserve a 48-47 Oregon State
victory over Stanford; Colgate
posted a double-overtime 74-69
victory over- Lehigh behind
center Doug. Harley's 13 points
and 17 rebounds, and Prin-
ceton Whipped Dartmouth 60-




defenses was the turning pant was nip and tuck as the lead brialtaway plays 
since the The ball was put in play and the preliminary game at 5440,
;. seesawed back and forth incredible speed of the St. was fouled' -14..the rtiyAkt. thein the game for us." _ .
And turning point it was as much to the disromfortatboth Mary players ,helpid them furious action under the St. WI. _ • ,
the Lakers came back in the roaches. 
Daryl - " Baihrod stay with the-Lakers all of the Mary basket. He went to the The, lekers • hope that
second_ quarter to hold St. • turned it on and the Laken waYliown the court; howtker, -dine and confidently Gassed in friday the 13th will not- be
Mary's to .10 points an -the momentarily surged ahead in just getting down the court two more freethrows. Robert unlucky for thenwas they host
period while scoring 26 poirits the Last-paced action. Viking was not enough defense to stop , Quigley, one of the four Lowes in their next action.
to puttheminstriking position coach 9ourley put a little fear the Laker machine as Coach Quigley brothers playing
in the second half. Calloway and trembling into the hearts Gourley found out 
much to his basketball for St. -Mary's,
scored just as the final berellr-1=---•"
sounded-to end the game with•-tesiwiti--
the score at 68-63 with the ukInemb6t. .
sóedifi la Cart-
sectitively early in-the seeond -
quarter and then eight more
without St. Mary's seotifigsa-
point. 
-
Ricky Garland wes a key
Auburn 73 Warren Cent 59
Ballird Mem 55 Hickman Co 53 OT
Bardstown 53 Daviess Co 50 -
Belfry 56 Feda Creek 56
Bellevue 57, Walton Verona 44
Betsy Layne 68 McDowell 67
Boone Co 85 Beechwood 55
Bowling Green 67 Hopkinsville 65
Bryan Station 85 Somerset 60
Burgin 811 Berea 77
Butler Co 74 Breckinridge Co 70
Caldwell Co 61 Marshall Co 56
Calloway Co Si St. Mary 63
Carroll Co 54 Trimble Co 49
Coy Holmes 64 Erlanger Lloyd 58
Coy Holy Cross 75 Connor 72
Danville 79 Pulaski Co 70
Dawson Springs *McLean Co 71
Dixie Heights 50 Newport 49
Elkhorn City 68 Phelps 66
Elliott Co 88 Lewis Co 74
Elizabethtown 64 Grayson Co 49
Estill Co 51 Madison Cent 45
Eubank 69 Russell Co 68
Fancy Farm 82 Cairo Camelot, Ill 69
Ft Thom Highlands 81 Ludlow 55
Franldort 76 Franklin Cell
Fulton Co 70 Murray 69
Gallatin Co 52 Owen Co 48
Garrard Co 59 Mercer Co 51
-Greanupro 70 Portsmouth, Oda*
Harrison Co 82 Clark Co 53
of--"7-11*---7-Mteriors -durinithagris- '
timed with 2:52 -left -in -4he---•-t`We--- didn't have. -any.
third-quarter. . patience and we threw the ball
-.. They_tame back and scoM away a lot. We just stood
. four field goals to recapture a around on offense and you're
precarious 49-46 • lead; not„ going to beat anybody by
Semifinalists In Grand Prix
Uncertain Following Defaults
NEW YORK (AP) - There
was extreme uncertainty as to
who would be playing in
today's semifinals of the
;400,000 Grand Prix Masters
tennis tournament.
  Problems -struck the eight-
Man event_Friday when top-
seeded -Guillermo- Vilas of
Argentina and No, 3 Bjorn
Borg -of Sweden -defaulted
from their third-round mat-
ches! Vitas was to meet fifth'
seeded Eddie Dibbs of Miami
Beach, Fla., and Borg was
scheduled to face No. 2 Brian
- Gottfried of Fort Lauderdale,
Fla.
Vitas' camp said he had
suffered a pulled tendon in his -
left ankle during the second
set of his three-hour, three-set
triumph over Jimmy Connors
Thursday night.
Borg was sidelined with
what a doctor described as a
severe case of flu. He had a
fever and raw, throat.
The_annotinceMents were
met with a good deal of
skepticism.
Tournament off iciels
decided to treat the defaults as
losses, enabling both ailing
players to reach today's
semis, each with 2-1 records in
the -round-robin competition.
If both recovered today, Vilas
would play'. Borg, and Gott-
fried would roeet the eighth-
seeded Connors.
Thalengered Raul Ramirez
ande Tot of the 13,298 fsns at
Madiaon.Square Gard
- "I don't think it's right that
yon-ean just default and -be
able to play the next day," the
Not Every Hula Bowl
Player Eyeing Draft
Harrwsbargm Boyle Co a NotCOM -111101r
Lex Lafayette 79 Rnott Co Cad 71 every player in today's Hula
Lane Oak 96 Crittenden Co 56 
Bowl had his-e-ye directly onLou Eastern 58 Lou Male 55
Lou Iroquois 67 Lou Wpstern 65
Lou Pleasire Ridge 65 Meade Co*
Lou Southern 73 Lou Butler 62
Lou Mom Jefferson 65 Lou Valley 67
Lewes 59 Heath 56
Lynn Camp 74 Shopwell 58
Mason Co 61 Bracken Co 59
Mayfield Reidland 59
Marion Go 85 Adair Co 60
McCreary Colt Casey Co 44 players to replace, according the nation's top team led the
Montgomery Co 73 Powell Co pa to Trojans assistant coach East squad.Nelson Co 77 Hart Co 61
Tight end Ken MacAfee,Newport Cath 65 Bishop Brossart 76 Mary tIctx.
. "I'm not going to worry defensiire., end Ross Browner
Washington Co 74 Bethlehem 97
Webster Co 95 Providence 78
Whitesville Trim 17 Taylorsville 64
Wingo 72 Sedalia 66
Int
'so-Irina!
Maysville 77 Pendleton Co 66
die
Stuart 77 Ohio Co 65
Sew • (mall
Cla7 Co 44 46101101,0*
Lone Jack ft Crodsmisiodie
Betsy Lane 74 McDalrall 44
Campbellsville 51 Mstcalfe Co 43
Fulton Co 44 Murray 34
Fleming Neon 54 Knott Co Cent 38
Fort Knox 56 LaRue Co 30
61 ow 56 Barren Co 50
leo ainiale *too Cent 36 players; 'Bruce Gibson, thr in the $100,00*PBA Classic at •
ed_luulto change to thredOne- them. • - 14 -from the striper-CiliowaY- --seem at WE In favor et • Comb -Jimmy Nix'ajonior
collegiate games-ape-a-
benefit. Several pro scouts
gathered at last week's East-
the National Football League West Shrine G e at Stan-
draft. ford. At last co , about 20
Take Mold Tatupu, the NFL scouts we planning to
University -01_Southern attend the nationally televised
California fullback who will be Hula Bowl.
one of the hardest college An All-American trio from
N Hardin 87 W Hardin 60
Oldham Co 59 Emtnence 47
Paintsville 53 Fairview 45 
about the draft now: It's just and defensiv.e back LutherPad Tilghman 64 Owensboro 61
Pineville 59 Harlan 58 good 14 .be back. I want to 
Bradley frof Notre Dame were
Sheldon Qark 74 Johnson Cent 66
It,.' 'mid Tatip-11-,--Who -expected se-17-PrentySec* Co 94 kfullins
hou action, with their coach „attended Hawaiils
Devine - heaTing the "fa-silligh"Rboot -
Trojans head Coach John - staff-
Robinson says Tatupu has a .Robinson, the. West coach,
good chance to play could call on one of the
fr nation:4..10p passing duos -professionally.
Kentucky defensive end Art quarterback Dennis Sproul
Still is a good prospect, says and wide receiver John Jef-
East Coach Fran Curci of ferSon of Arizona Sta, ie. -
Kentutky. Still, says Ceti, is imisrumb,
prototype of the. modern - TORRANCE;Calif. - Mark
athlete.'
"He's big - real' big 




Otrong ad fast,2.',Ouroi said or:Money-winner " in- --:- 197?-,
the 6-foot-8 Still. . v• averaged 231' Pins foe, eight
For one of the small collet games to hold onto the inn spot
Lou Moore 49 Iwo Seneca 45
boomed:aro tittaasr...ii lbte-Bcivned-otter-nrigor: flable How -
soft-spoken Mexican said. No.
7 Ramirez defeated Roscoe
Tanner 6-4, 6-4 Friday night,
which meant he would become
a semifinalist if Borg was not
In Friday's other match,,
Connors.. -.downed _Spain's
Manuel Orante,s, the fourth
seed and defending champion,
6-2, 6-3,-assuring himself of a
semifinal berth. Orantes
would move into the playoffs if,
Vitas was not recuperated.
'''''-,-, 4 i -i-sK.-
  .,:-  . s ss, 4
 ...11 1413   .
... ... ,., .1 • i- 3 4
Vikings' faces sinking almost -timbal!  - .... 3 1 - 4
as fast as their ship did during Tdiat
the ballgame.. .!.r .
Calloway Coach Hargrove 
 ,1-1141--
QuIglrY, G 4 I'S 11 • II
commented, "We were never aeidiort 1 4 3 I
Tout of control of the ballgame. Harnme" 4 II 2 iWatson 8 S 3 X
--As long as we execute and Scheer ...- 5, a_ al-
play our_ ballgarne as we plan
to, we are titriAlit. We are
developing into one af the
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-P-rittch Greer Ottteoor Ectttot
Sportsman's Journal
Hats off this' week to
geve4U4_ArgaZalaillarne
band .famiiiiir 7 Sofa-i"-alay
recognize the name as
belonging to the -wittier and
television personality. Others
may know the name- as
belonging ' to the one
spearheading the anti-hunting
campaign for the-Fund _For
Animals. Both .rre 6rie hi the
same and Mr. Amory is the
president of Fund For
Animals.
Cleveland Amory is
recbgnized for his superb
marketing and advertising
-techniques in selling and
promoting anti-hunting. He is
nOt dull-minded as some may
believe or wish. Instead the RAVI IOW
man is deliberate and shrewd.
Any campaign, whether social
or political must be im-
plemented with the Tools
capable of pushing the op-
ponent out of the way. Amory
is a bulldozer, yet he is the
master of intricate tactics. He
and his organization operate
by hitting the enemy where he
is the weakest in hopes of
making him succumb.
Sfiett huntfitg activ_ Mel and
hunters in general. are -the
"enmities" of the-Ound --For
Animals clan. So where are we
(the bunting public) weakest?
•
An Ekitilidal lesson
As Children used to learn For example, catfish locate_ way to do this is to look like
about the three R'siteadin!„.Lfixidby_stnell..  .some.. food  that the predator 
and *rittaettc).- in KndShiet baS-liall, react t- a-111AS =dig seeing.
In numbers mostly. Numbers "Keep those blasts coming,
carry clout and clot _Carries folks. If are regularly
"I"Obbying power. AOC-4 -tstalfted-:- bF
course, lobbying pewer
persuadeadecision-in. eking in
legislative issues relative to
- wildlife - • funding or
management programs,- Thin
power has been Used to force
judickik: decision_ . which
• ultiMately postponed or
completely halted scheduled
hultis at specified area"- (The
Great Swamp Refuge in New
Jersey as a prime example
Where deer died of starvation,
parasites, and other related,_ art auction of movie stars'
-,causzes). - paintings and other artworks.
The cash gained from that
ablitaw-7- "'-. sale. gathering netted The
fil•rt If fulla For Animals a con-
siderable amount of money.
Amory was quoted as
thanking the buyers in behalf
• . of a Mlle raccoon in the forest
who„would be able to sleep a
,little better knowing someone
cared. Gosid grief, do people







as in Ifaativiviseetioliist" on
the one hand, and_ on the
Other, by Field & Stream for
saying "hunting and trapping
are wrong," we've got a
sneaking suapicion we must be
-cioieg something right.
If you think so too - well
here: by pure chametirt-a
coupon. . ."
And more recently Amory
was in California conducting
can find, none of The Fund For
Animals monies have even
gone for beneficial programs
for any kind of wildlife. Most
of it is spent to fight hunting.
- • And more recently the 135
According -to-- -figures-million- circulation--magazine,-----
released by the Department of New Woman contains another
Interior's Division of Fish & Amory ad. When one is at war
Wildlife 'Service; -there "are he tends to look foP allies - the
approximately 16 million women's •liberation is not a-
license • holders across our bad place to look. Geed move,
nation- that's about 8 per cent Cleveland. The ad in the
of the total, population. The February tante is headed
Western Kentucky average,: -under "Animals Have Rights,
on the other hand, is nearly Too." It states:
-....simblt_that._Each year we all "We-ctecThat
A RECENT CATCH - The time was last Saturday. The Boyd brothers, Buddy
Mac (left) and Donnie, hit the road that day for Barkley Lake and some crappie
I -That afternoon -they- tante-back-dragging a- stringer ;of. lila- crappies
aVeiaging somewhere in the-neighborhood of a pound a piece. The top fish was
a 2% pound slab seen in the foreAr ound. Titer fishing report is tavorable. Most
fishermen are doing well, including those going-after sauger. - --
Photo courtesy ot Murray Bait
Game Poachers Are Not Folk &roes
. , By Gary Sitton "' of what hunting la about. fulgt The -sport himtin
NationalShooting We have also come  can't
sports Foundation " derstand that the gable present. He's no here - jut -
According-to the dictionary, warden -- not the poacher - Another kind of crook. Tree
er 
aAlwP:tyelle ,‘Itaais 4.1ea ImAndw.tighe: .servthe galic4 
guy. In 
in rfaeseto,ritheng tershim aGmliffigiwho part cipated in _th
trespasses on- private • warden IS now more often A search of Knob Noste
ProPertY, esPecially to adch called what he reallYla State' Park in Missouri afte
fish or game Messily." But -Conservation officer.' He Is foot fan's annual archery dee_
__ that doesn't Jell the whole the one who spends Ms life hunt turned up no arron
-story. • - Prottcting !Wide, educating wounded deer and no dee;
* The poacher is a thief. People to needs of con- deer left by- the 500 bowhis
operates titCpithlii'land, too. wilgfe-OW12!13111-:-In short, -- .06Wh-ttpt. _
we have recognized that we - The survey was kenoin school,- fishermen should different lures-u- baits is Fly fishermen practice this about our way without inalienable rights: The right He stealsby-taking game out
NEED the conservation of- about 17 per centof the pairspend some tithe Studying the elementary knowledge that is by making and working their realizing the snowballing to freedom from fear; pain of season or over the limit or
ficer, and he needs our help. more than ape acres. three S's. For sound, sight and basic.to fishing success. Here flies so that they, exactly effect Amory and other anti- and suffering - whether in the by using illegal methods. He
Another good thing: The 31 searchers ofrctnr th4, --emed-aretrew ways- -are mine "three S" ups from 'imitate_ insects_ tax= :lures hunting groups it-relieving on name of science or sPort,-• "-steels from everyone who has
predator fish Locate their feed. outdoor experts that help look like small fish. gone side - the non-participaRts. Little by fashion or food, exhibition or • an interest in our /MUM judges and magistrates who Department of -Consereatioi
Some species of fish, like an - angler use his lures of the spoon is silver-colored; _little they are gaining service. The right, if they are heritage. hear cases involving poachers looked for dead or injurer
tb..ro  hee,.enharried__-__-__sent.there was- irtimc -not- are becoming increasingly deer in :the heavily houusr.Alse-ell-threellenses-nr-properly;---and also- --aid; in it-Willhave-a-betterthanceof niumenttmrazid increasing •in wild
locat,ing prey,T,-Yet--Athers selecting and baying lures. , being seen. litecare sunlight size. The nunit$er_ of sport- by hunterk- • trailers or so long age, when the local Stern. The slap on the wrist ,nrea.
depend almost _entirely upon To be seen,. a hire mugt,.. reflecting from this will flash smen do not Increase- slaughterers. If they are poacher was something 'of a ,:t11$ used to be typical Piwig- Searches have been held it -







of a small fish feeding on the Amory's methods for in the city streets, by a _ol the country. Most likely,
more appropriate - like loss weeks of the hunt. There ha:bottom or swimming along. soliciting membership-are country road, or in a cruel and this admiration was left °Vet
of gun, loss of car, a stiff fine, never been a wounded deeiTo hear how lures "sound" effective. Emotionalism and inhumane pound. And finally from the pioneer belief in self-
to fish, have someone reel euphemism seem to be the the right, at the end, to- a reliance and independence, and maybe a jail sentence fdr- n. •
than by while you're un, fulcrum of his lever. Last decent death - not, whether Whatever the reason, the good measure- 'Ttw searchers found Uwe(
All in all, the situation has dead deer in 1960 where therc&meter in a swimming pool. November I latched onto a they are-"endangered" or not, pac.her was often viewed as a
improved. But it can improve was no hunter quota. The)The fibratiats made by cer- New Woman magazine which by a club, by a trap, by -har- character whose Steely nerve
--lain-lures have been-found-to contained a full page ad-under -PO014 cruel poison or -mass --and woodcraft kept - him .eYea more. The responsible found one each in 1969 and _
hunter, like any good citizen, 1972, none in the other years.closely approach the sonic the heading of "Cats Tortured extermination chamber. We always just beyond the reach
has an obligation to report The hunt is a cooperativevibrations made by minnows With Your Tax Dollars." The have only one creed - to of the _wiley warden. More
and small nth as they flee a- cod iit alnelonal sPealt for those-who catil. we conventional srull fieqUentli" poaching,-Iike'any other ventiire between the Con-
through the water. These studio photographs of "cute need your help. Please fill out treated the poaCher with a crime. We really don't have servation Commission and the
vibrations are "heard" by fish and huggable" kittens.- the coupon." The page is mixture of respect and humor. any choice- State Park Board.
and attract their attention. Anyone -seeing the -ad is ---graced with a picture of. two.. Fortunately, times are The poacher belongs to the
Some lures have hollow bodies inquisitively forced to read it. "cute" wolves who are in dire changing rapidly. Sportsmen
with snail pellets inside that- The contents presented a --need of "help." - --are no longer very tolerant of
rattle as they swim,- thus distorted view of valid It all sounds pretty strong the guy who hunts out of
imitating live fish. scientific research and ex- .doesn't it, fellow hunters? Let season, hogs game or violates as_ Ap A A__ A__
_Although catfish • oc- perimentation with laboratory _naalltip.our Jones caps to Mr. hunting laws. Why? Because 'wan two vr veer, Season
casionally strike artificial- __anitnals. The real intention of Amory andsay what a fine job most hunters are increasingly
hires, they are usually taken the ad however was written in he's doing, aware of their role in con-
on.bait that they smell in the boldface type and states: Remember th.e..„;story of servation and scientific
water. for' years. catfish- • "A - retent bulletin of the Chicken Little where the wildlife management.
enthusieists have concocted National Society for Medical .chicken reits around 'shouting, We know that the poacher
different kinds of baits with Research incidentally has an `The sky is falling the sky is cares nothing for the future of
Here is a proud ycrungster that tagged a buck for the
1977 season. The 1O;year-old bqwhunter isTodd COntri,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Larry Contri of 1 504 fienry.,Mugat._re
The buck field-dressed at 75 pounds and was taken from
Area 7 of Land Between The Lakes last December 23.













We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
1141i.5111 • Murray, Ky. 753-1640
4)goec:m foocbulatoscenrtalS°41:1,e.
of the beat smell baits are
pugnanticLitimiaoses,
but must surely smell hie
purchase otu'licenses ana go ..-7•11 autmols erdnytheie
editorial reading-"Cleveland
Amory Under Fire," which
praises a recent issue of Field
& Stream for, as they put it,
"blasting" Mr.. Amory and








located W, RatIroad-Avenne--•-= 753-1933
"-'---r • Ill ,4111r
- -.14lieette14, 
falling!" In the end the fox
catches and. eats Chicken
Little. Where we and
'-Cleveland Amory are .con-
terned, who the fox and who
is the chicken?
the sport or the resource. And
we knew that the poaeher,iicts
as a bad-will ambassador for
hunting in general - he gives







S. 12th St. 753-322,6
Eating Is A Family Affair
630-11:005un. thru Thurs.
6:30J :00 Fri. IL Sat.
Fewer Hunters Afield During
The number of hunters,
number of deer harvested and
the hunter success ratio
during the first two days of the
second phase of gun deer
season (December 3-5) all
dropped from the companible
period during phase one
(November 12-14). Acconft
to a survey of field officers of
the department, 6,062 hunters
1 4M.0.1.1.••••••••m••••••••
checked took 733 deer on
December 3-4, compared to a
-harvest of 2,140 deer by 7,985
hunters checked November
12-13. Altogether, the surveys
reveal COs encountered a
combined total of 14,017
hunters with 2,903 deer for a
hunter success ratio of one
deer per 4.8 hunters during the
first two days of each phase.
Cain's AMC, Jeep 
Cordw.ater Rd
753-6448
Better in thq long run. Come seqwhyi
From 2 to 140 h.p..wvailable
Shipwash Boat 'N' Motor












































Interior announcement was U.
S. Sen. James A. McClure ( R-
Idaho) who said, "This
bizarre action by an agency
that has traditionally served
the nation's 20-million hunters
should be viewed as a dire
,e.warning of things to come—of
a change in direction toward a
heavy interest in urban
ecology. It does not bode
well," McClure said. "when a
major policy review power is
handed to people who have
'literally no footing' or interest
in wildlife management or
who are either anti-gun or who
are opposed to hunting."
Crewe, an avid hunter and
sportsman, said, "Hunters
need not even read between,
the lines to get a very clear
message from the Fish &
Wildlife press release. When
they banters- lad behind
'birdwatchers and back-
packers,' in a list.of what they
call 'key wildlife interest
groups,' something is amiss."
The "public attitudes'
survey announced by the USF
de WS is an ongoing project
conducted at Yale University
by Dr. Stephen Kellert and is
dutterbe completed June 1979.
According to Lynn A.
Greenwalt, director of the
Fish & Wildlife Service, the
study "will fill a serious in-
BIMI.
formation void." "The results
of this investigation will help
us to promote greater citizen
participation in the
decisionmaking (sic) process
and in our future plans to
manage wildlife for- the
benefit of all Americans."
Greenwalt - said„. the survey
"will greatly improve our
understanding of the many
important changes taking
place in the constituency of
the Fish & Wildlife Service
and how those changes are
likely to influence policy and
the way we allocate resources
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1Size limit Going Up
Anglett are reflikedad the
size limit on black bass in all
Kentucky waters (unless
other wise spectffed) wj,11 be 12
inches effective January I.
The change was voted by the
Fish and Wildlife Resources
Commission Last August as
recommended by department
biologists and a resolution
from the League of Kentucky
Sportsmen. One of the first
duties of Ted Crowell, who has
been the department's Nor-
theastern Fisheries- Diet--
—•••••••- 4••••••••.- r -
1978
Fisherman's Guide
biologist since 1925, will be to 
evaluate the effect the new
size limit will have. Crowell is
being transferred to Frankfort
with his aide, Clark Boggs, to
institute the department's new
black bass study. The study,
expected to pin at least five
years, will be an overall look
at Kentucky's black bass
population and will involve
fish tagging and other
research techniques.
Several Statesbesisfo - _
Mid Turkeyrtsaspori Boxes Front
National WM Turkey Federation
EDGEFIELD, SC — Two
thousand wild turkey tran-
sport boxes have been donated
to state game biologists
throughout the country by the
National Wild Turkey
Federation- in cooperation
with St.' Regis Paper Com-
pany, according to Tom
Rodgers, executive vies




disposable liner pads, were
manufactured by St. Regis at
its Lake Placid, Florida,
plant. They measure 30 inches
long, 12 inches- wide, and 21
inches deep - a standard size
for transporting live-trapped
adult wild turkeys for
restocking new areas.
Most of the boxes and pads
wereprovided through a grant
by St. Regis. The remainder
Down and fiberfill jackets
come warm, warmer, much
warmer, and sdper-warm.
You'll find them in catalogs,
discowit -stores, sports shops
and department stores. -Yob
can spend from $20 or less to
$100 or more.
"The trick to buying one lies
in knowing what construction
details to look for in a jacket
that fits you and your cold-
weather activities," says
Bette Jo Dedic, a clothing
specialist with the UK College
of Agriculture Cooperative
Extension Service.
Down, for instance, is not
necessarily the best choice.
You might find a fiberfill
jacket you like even better.
Down is the warmest in-
sulation for it weight, ac-
cording to Dedic. It's warmer
than fiberfill or wool.
It is made up of the light,
fluffy filament growing out
from a quill point in the under-
coating of a waterfowl, The
network of fluffy filaments in
down traps air, forming a
layer of non-conducting still
air. It's this insulating air
space that keeps you warm.
The thicker the layering of
down and air, the warmer you
will be.
Down has a high loft, can be'
compressed into a very small
space, and springs back
easily. All down jackets must
have at least 80 percent down
fill. The rest is feathers. There
are no "100 percent down"
jackets.
Very resilient when . dry,
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Phase— 7$34212,-.'4 if .64 Se. . • -
were purchased by the
Federation with monies ob-
tained through the sale of Wild
Turkey Stamps.
"With the shipment of the
transport boxes and pads, St.
Regis Paper Company and the
National Wild Turkey
Federation have taken a
major step toward coo-
inuid e1tpan1on of the
nation's wild . turkey
population," said Rodgers.
The trap-and-transplant
progrant in wild turkey
restoration is one of the great
success stories . -df modern
wildlife management. Over
1.5 million wild turkeys are
now found in 47 states, some
beyond the ancestral range of
the bird. The expansion of the
wild turkey's range is a direct
result of trap-and-transplant
programs paid for by the
sportsmen.
RSHERMAN'S GUIDE — Mepps' new Fisherman's Guide is filled with
w fishing tips and ideas that work. Great reading for all fishermen. The 1978
e announces the .1w-size "0" Mepps Comet and Black Fury and shows all the
famous Mepps lures. It also contains a Field & Stream entry blank and describes Mepps
Awards program. For a free copy, send a note to Shep at Sheldons', Inc., Ilos 308, An-
tigo, WI 54409, and tell him you saw this offer in Outdoor lore.
ping For A Wenn Mkt-
means it allows moisture from
your body to escape to the
outside. It's form-fitting, long-
lastipg, is both washable ( with
ear+},-and-dry-cleanable.
- Goose dawn is slightly
warmer than duck down, but it
costs more. Both kinds are
excellent. The color of the
down or geographic locatiOn of
the fowl makes little or no
difference. ;
"Construction details are
far more important than the
type of either down or fiberfill
used," says Dedic. "The
thicker the jacket, the warmer
you'll be."
Down has several disad-
vantages: it is expensive,
loses its insulating ability
when wet, atid takes a long
time to dry. Stored away
slightly damp, it will mildew.
It can collect dust, an irritant
to people with dust allergies.
Fiberfill is abouP72 percent
as warm as down, and it costs
less. The synthetic fibers used
as fill trap air, working on the
same insulation principal as
down. Wet, fiberfill still keeps
much of its insulating ability,
it dries quickly, and won't
mildew. Most fiberfill jackets
can be machine-washed and
. dried.
Several different polyesters
are used for fill. There are
short fibers, hollow fibers, and
continuous-filament fibers.
They are identified by various
brand names. Polyester fibers
can also be crimped to form a
thick, fluffy mass, or they can
be bonded to form a solid batt.
Some fiberfill jackets look
and !eel just like a down'
jacket You have to read the
label to find out Which it is.
You can't judge a jacket's
warmth ( or a sleeping hairs._
either, by the pounds of fill,
whether it's goose down, duck
down or polyester fibers. How
the jacket is put together and
'how- tisk* it is make the real
difference. Here's what Dedic
says to look for:
—Quilted Seams: Inner and
outer shell fabrics are sewn
through horizontally to _form
pouches or channels for the
down fill.  This. type of con-
struction cm n make a jacket
warm enough for fall, spring
and light winter use, but
watch out for "overfilling" or
"underlining" .of the pouches.
The warmest of these
jackets will be neither thinly
filled, so that the down can
settle along the bottom 01_tha_11.
pouch, nor stuffed so full that
the pockets can't softly fold up
against each other to ';bide"
the seams and help eliminate
cold spots. Overfilling does not
increase the insulating ability.
—Off-set Pouches: Two
separate layers of sewn-
through channels are sand-
wiched together so that the
.filled pouches of one cover the
seams of the other. This
double-wall construction,
when well-executed
throughout, gives you better
protection of colder weather.
—Quilted Seams, with an
Outer Shell: This is a quilted-
seam pouch layer with an
outer shell that is smooth.
When the outer shell is a
-- 641 Super Shell
— -Whin ilrervioirs Ow Us-1Mb
Hwy. 641 South 753-9131
Your U-Haul Headquarters
Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment




repellent, this type of con-
struction gives both warmth
and good protection against a
weLand-or_bonchillintivind.
—Baffled Construction:
Several different types of
thick construction that butt
the sides of the down-filled
channels together' are used in
jackets slated for arctic ex-
pedition and other extremely
cold weather conditions.
—Fabrics: look for outer
shells that promise to be
dbwn-proof, water-repellent.
Nylon is the fabric most
frequently used, and it comes
In several weights. Because it
IS slinpery, it is not recom-
mended for ski wear.
The toughest fabric you'll
see is a water-repellent
polyester-cotton blend. It is
also the most expensive. It's
" uieter" than nylou„ten
important consideration for
hunters. It's a good choice for
ski clothes because of its non-
slip qualities.
—Good Features: Look for
Insulated hand-warmer
pockets, velcro closures on
other pockets, a drawstring at
the waist for a snug fit, a front
closure that both zips and
snaps shut, and adjustable
cuffs. Some jackets come with
a stuff bag.
Pockets and other stress
points should be reinforced by 
"back-tacking" or. "bar-
tacking". You'll recognize
these as extra-heavy lines or
triangles of stitching.
DON'T FORGET HOOD
Dedic notes, "No matter
how warm your jacket is, body
heat escapes when you don't
wear a hat or hood--iust the
way steam rises out of a pan of
boiling water when you take
off the lid."
Some jackets have sewn-on'
hoods, others feature
detachable hoods, and a few
styles come with the matching
hood sold separately.
For warmth, choose a hood
with4be same construction
and fill as the jacket. Some
styles can cover all but your
eyes to protect your face from
numbing cold and biting wind.
Most of the down and
fiberfill jackets are machine
washable and dryable. Dedic
says it's important to follow
the care directions each
manufacturer puts on that
sewn-in label.
State Cone Form Prepares,
P., OW/ Production
The lights went on in the
laying houses at the Game
Farm December 21 in
preparation for another
production year for quail.
Before it's all over, the
department will deliver over
90,000 day-old quail to sport-
smen's clubs all over the state
for rearing and stocking.
2 1461 Ent 14y 94 753-5693
Murray Bait Co.
Home of the longggg dozen
FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area
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On November 8 Ohio voters
rejected a ban on leg-hold
traps by a margin of 4-1 in one
of the most bitterly emotional
issues in an off-year election
ballot in the history of the
Buckeye state. Issue 2 in-
volved a proposed state
constitutional amendment
that would have prohibited
leg-hold traps and any trap-
ping device that caused
coallituaratiffering wild
aáIiOf theldid 3;171,508
votes Ca thethe ameilarnent-,
2,009,927 voted no, and
1,161,581 voted for It.
The Ohio Committee for
Humane Trapping handled the
anti-trap campaign in the
state. Animal protection
groups such as the Canadian
Internatitnal Fiinitfor Animal
Welfare and the New York-
based Fund for Animals also
favored the amendment
through heavy advertising in
state media. For about a year
and a half, petiOons were
circulated to get the .amend-
ment on the ballot in Ohio, one
- ,
.01 14 states where such an
issue canbe made part of the
constitution. Ohio, which
trapping opponents looked to
as a bellwether for other
states, ranks second in the
nation in trapping, with 610
million provided to the state in
raw furs. Major species
trapped included muskrat,
racoon, fox, mink, skunk,
weasel and opossum.
Those opposing the
amendment, an ad hiec group
"called Ohioans  fe Wildlife
Conservation, insLstea that the
broadly-worded amendment
essentially would rule out all
trapping, including scientific
uses and domestic topping of
mice and rats. A coalition of
farmers, sportspeople,
scientists, public health of-
ficials, wildlife managers, and
organized labor joined forces
in grass roots political action
committees in each of the
state's 88 counties to combat
the amendment.
Veterinarians and other






corresponding , outbreaks of
diseases such as rabies and
encephalitis.
Proponents of the amend-
ment. claimed that trapping
for sport or profession would
not be prohibited. They
favored quick-kill traps over
leg-bold traps as a more
humane method. Opponents,
on the other hand, said quick-
kill traps indiscriminately kill
or Malkatitaniroal taught in
them and—vd—pose a ffireat
to household pets. Modern leg-
hold traps, they said, do not
have teeth and can be used
completely seclectively in the
type of animal taken.
Despite the amendment's
overwhelming defeat in Ohio,
a petition drive is underway in
California to get a similar
statutory amendment on the
ballot there next November.
According to a source at
Ohioans f‘u Wildlife con-
Of.Yittio4eTrItikhigarr and-
Missouri are targeted for
future campaigns.
STICK-UP FISHING ALA CART—Enjoying a recent trip to Toledo Bend Lake on the
Texas and Louisiana border offered two Murray residents some tree-top-bass fishing
recently. When Lyle Underwood, 1503 Dudley Drive, and his son, Robert, who is home on
leave from the U. S. Navy, arrived at,Toledo Bend, they found the eleven-year-old lake 6 feet
below normal—the lowest it has been since its impotuidment. The abnormal depth.
however, had very little effect on the good fishing. Using black and white or chrome spinner
baits and crank baits in 15-25 feet of water offered the Murray men plenty of action from
scrapin' bass ranging to 3 pounds. Worm fishing and the 30-40 degree air temperature were
not a producing combination. Several bass were caught during the five day trip, making the
long drive down worth while.
4i11-hunting Organizslions
Named To lifkllife Panel
In announcing a study of
"human attitudes and per-
ceptions about wildlife," the
U. S. Fish & Wildlife Service
has named a research over-
sight committee of what is
called "leading con-
servationists" which includes •
the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored
People, the AFL-CIO. the
League of Women Voters, and
the Humane Society -of the
United States—organizations
with either anti-hunting or
anti-gun stands—according to
"Reports From Washington."
William B. Crewe, deputy
executive director of the
NRA's Institute For
Legislative Action, said the
inclusion of groups in a federal
wildlife advisory committee
which have "literally no
standing in the Wildlife
management community
raises very grave questions
over the direction the
Department of Interior is
heading. Out of the nine
organizations named as
participants, only two have
any real and direct connection
with hunters—the National
Wildlife Federation and the
International Association of
Fish & Wildlife Agencies."
Also, erpressing concern
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• Sections 25.195 anol •
. 25.200: Notice is hereby' -
given that a report of --
- final settlement of --
counts was on Dec. 29,
1977 filed by Annabelle
Stone and Bobby Lamb
co-adm. of estate of D.C. .
_Stone and that the same
- has--been approved by .
LbeCallow aY Cuu.tax.__
•urcaRd_ ordered
to lie over for ex-
ceptions. Any person
desiring to file Any
exception thereto will do
so on or before Jan. 30,
1978 or be forever
barred.
• , Witness my hand this 29







In accordance with .
Kentucky -Statutes-,-- - •
Sections 25:195 and
25.200: Notice. is hereby
-given that a report of
final settlement of ac-
counts was on Dec. 29,
1977 filed by IVfarelle
Farless...exec.. of estate_ _..
of Rex C. Beach.  Dey'd
and that the same has
been approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
Jan.. 30.,_ .1978 or be
forever barred.
- Crossword Puzzler
• ACROSS 5 Beset
I out1 Cuttlefish. _7 SWAG& _ ___ Answer to-Frimitay a Purr*
i / Experiencing 8 Cravat, •:1
9 Prrebirth inter $
12 Checked measure .
10 Retreat14 Article •
11. Speed15 Copy.
17 Note ot contests
13 Eatsscale - 16 Hindu18 Headgear
20 Collect cyrisbits
19 Baggage,21 Noise
22 Short jacket garners
21 Deduces24 Beverage
25 Simple • 23 Feniale
relative26 Continued
25 Pertaining .Story
28 Looks , .16 the Cheek
27 Emmet 36 An 44 Onefixedly 
following30 Number 29 Golf mound 37 Cook in
V Man's name 32 Girl's name oven 47 Weight of











Aef bran circdr7__Affereek letter
34 Hurries 43 Part of • 51 Sun god38 Learning
39 Equality 35 I nclites - fireplace 53 Preposition
41 City In
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1 Leal Notice
Witxess my hand this 29
.day of -Dec. 4977.







Sections 25.195 , and
25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
(11111, settlement of iic- .
1.9M11
1977 filed by Tommy
Bogard- adm. of the ,
estate of Norma Jean
Bogard and that the
same has been approved
by the Calloway County_
Court and ordered filed
to lie over for
ceptions, Any person 
desiring to file any _-
exception thereto will do
so oti or before Jim. 30,












I_ fare  3-662/
'Teriior rifiier -751-0919
Poises Control . 153-1588
75
lie ealise"  753 NM)











25.200: Notice is hereby,
given that a report of
final settlement of ac-
coTints was on Dec. 29,
1977 filed by Charles
Nanny, adm. of the
estate of Louis Nanny,
25.200: Notice Is hereby Dec'd and that the same
given that a 'report of has -been approved by
final settlement of ac- Lthe Calloway County •
counts was lie-c7.-ii; :" tourt and ordered -Med
- over f or -• we--
Bogard adm. lite the ceptions. Any perm*
estate of Rudell Bogard, .doetring to file any
Dec'd and thit -the same -erc-eption thereto will do IN-CO M E TAX -ES
has been approved by prepared. Jerry
the Calloway Cotenty 
so on or before Jan. 30,
1978 or be forever i3urkeen Bookkeeping
Court and ordered filed and Tax Service,
to lie over for ex- 
barred.witness iny.hand this 29 , Railroad Ave. Murray,
, Call•-753-4636 or 763-3996ceptions. Any person day of Dec: 1f77.
desiring to file any . By Judith Ainley, D.C. after 5 p.m.
exception thereto will do County Court Clerk,
so on or before Jon. 30, • -CallOway County,- -
---19-1e-or"--Ve-- foreve-r leaduckr  
barred
WtnesaMy-UM this 29
day of Dec. 1977.












25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
final settlement of ac-
counts' was on Dec. 29,
1977 filed -by Bernice
Morehead, exec. of
estate of Annette M.
Schmidt, Dec'd aid that
the same hat been
. approved by the
 Calloway _(_ognii:Ceurt
- and ordered filed to Ile
over for exceptions. Any
, person desiring to file
any exception thertto
will do so on or before
Jan.. 30, 1978 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand thbr-c--,--•
_Zt_dax of Dec. Dm_
BY- Judith Itiniey, D.0-











Full. and part time
available. Apply - in •
person to . Danny




at Holiday Inn. ,
10 Business Opportunity
GIFT SHOP, 10 years
same location, Main





FOR SALE 13Aby' Grand





LOANS AVAILABLE for • 
existing business, new
business start ups, first Termite
FREE
and second mortgage 
Inspectionloans, signature loans,
up to $25,000, farm loans (with** By IPA
_ Avoul Cosily MIMI RepealPART
maik _usuLtor_ some 61/2 per cent loans. _
All project l considered.downtown-ret."111.4-4 Ca IT -'Hours 9 to 5. Experience 1-5O2-885179r
helpful but will train.




references. Apply to Box
32 P.
HELP WANTED -






Cleaners, 605 Main. No






for a local new car







can now get group in-
surance - (Excess
Major Medical) - at
low group rates. For a
free brochure -call
Bennett and Associates,
203 South 5th Street,
Murray, 753-7273 or 759-
1486.
14. Want To Buy
WANT TO BUY - travel




Maternity clothesNear Paris Linidirar----deale'eshill. - salary Size II. Call- 75üâState Park




to P.O. Box 32Q.
barred.
Witness my hand this 29






YOUR NEED is our
cencern. NEEDLINE
7534333.
• THOSE HOCKEY FINERS































lap oh! 1111 11111 III
•';\
WIhtlittH*-41011
I'M HAVING TOO MUCH
FUN WITH TOO MANY --

















to what is happening
today. Just how far
away from God's-true
wohls have we willingly
allowed ourselves to be
_ what,- Jesus
says in Matthew- 611.
Who are you serving?

















































and wants to invite all
his friends and






bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 2.40. Fest service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
6 Help VOntot1
OPPORTUNITY.







college and moderate to
excellent typing. skills.
Ideal for lady whose
children are grovm or in
school. Send brief
resume to Bp: 32-M, (-.)
Ledger -&-I'VmesT.--*--
__CASI140 LOUNGE.
- • Dancers and waitresses
wanted. Top pay. Good
tips. Part time or full
time. Call 444-9223





week. Salary open. Call
753-2321.
NEED ONE or two people
to strip dark tobacco.
Call 753-0672 after 6 p.m.
Help
Wanted
Full time dinner cook.
Must be able to cook
meats, vegetables and




















• " 'Western Ky. Very
generous profit sharing.
Part or full time Work.
Call 759-1370.
DISHWASHER WAN-
TED at Fern Terrace.
Five hours a day. Apply



















Will sell inventory at
cost and lease building.
Lakes area. Call 502-527-
1227. •
GOOD USED MOBILE \
homes. Call 1527-8322.
15 Articles For Sale
ft Pest Control
_ sand sal yym•Aml *ow 0
















West Ky. Mattress and
Furniture 1136 South





ever. 25" color console 
from $579.95. We save
you money. Ilighiriik 94,
19 miles West. of
Murray. Over 15 years
FIREWOOD for sale. Will of Zenith sales Ind -
deliver for ea *Atm,. service. Call 1-382-2174._
Call 759-1701.
1".
1/4 HORSE water pump,





$100. One Warm Mor-
ning gas heater; model
VR 50 MAB; 50,000 BTU




and oak. $15 and up per
rick. All Hickory
slightly higher. Quick
delivery. Call between 5
and 9 p.m. 437-4228.
30 per cent to 50 per cent
off storewide at Gallery,
Dixieland Center. One
week only.
USED CROSS TIES - -
excellent for land-
scaping or fence post.







110 South 12th Street.
16 Home Furnishings
MAPLE BEDROOM




$ 2 5- -Col-4-spot














tractor, 1972 model. 2100
actual hOurs..
2347.
27 Mobile Home Sales
12 x 60 mobile home, 3
bedroom, 11/2 bath. Call
753-2670 after 4 p.m.
1976 HOUSE TRAILER,
ranch house, 2 bedroom.
Located Fox Meadows
'Trailer Ct. 13-5. $6000.
Call 759-1862.
12 x 85 UNFURNISHED 3
bedroom, bath and half,
central gas heat and air,
storm windows.
Hurricane straps, less
than 2 years old. $7,000.„,
Call 753-2813.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
10 x 56 THREE
BEDROOM mobile
home. Central heat and
• air. Couple preferred.
References required.
Call 435-4526 or 435-6293.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
TWO BEDROOM trailer.
Call after 5, 753-4070.
MOBIL f HOME Spaces.
Fox Meadows and
Coach Estates. South
16th Street. Call 753-
3855.
32. Apartments For Rent
SLEEPING ROOMS for
boys for rent. One block._
from University. Call








ment for 3 or 4 college
girls or' boys. Phone
753-5865 days; 753-5108
&




• Florentine inlay with





Across from Irving Cobb
Hotel. Ph. 443-3879. Shop
if you like, but check our
ONE BEDROOM duplex,






at New Concord. $50
month: Call 436-2427.




chen and bath. 075 a
month. Utilities paid.
A bry at . Corvette
•••
h late FEW& 
phone 
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33, Room; for Rent 37 livestock Supplies
SHARK HOUSE In town.
Call 753-8761.







water. Electric. 94 East
four miles. Co.uple, no
'pets. References. WI.
753-Z5-1.





Miller. No pets. Gas
heat. $165 per month.
 resiter pay utilities. Call
753-1203
MY HOME -3 bedroom, 2
baths, $250 rent. Deposit
required. Call 753-6086.
TWO BEDROOM house, 1
block froth carnritta31915
per month. Call 753-3293.
36 For Rent Or lease
-FIVE WEINED pigs a










4 bedrooms, Pt story -
• located on deep- lot rear
university priced in the















• • a 01
A
-REA LT ORS
ith 12th at $asamere
TEK(PHO4 753-1051
25, ACRES WITH several
beautiful building sites
HORSE STABLE for and over 1300 ft. of high-
-.rent, pasture land also way frontage. Located
available. Call Mike -_-withing minutes of Ky.
Brannack 753-8850. Lake. Priced in mid
between 8 and S. -_-,L4eens. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222. We
provide a complete
range of Real Estate
Service.
FOR RENT OR LEASE_..
3 or 4 bedroom house.
Also efficiency apart-











square feet of com-
fortable, well designed
living area in this 2-
-start, brick home.
-; Central natural gas
best,. .lovely fireplace,
forffial dining room,
private patio with gas
grill and we could go on
and on? Why not take a
look at this quality
homi-4Finif- be just
what you've been
looking for. Phone 753-
1222. Kopperud Realty.
Purdom & Thurman -
,losurampii-thal Estate




on this duplex - Make 11-
REGISTERED POLLED 13 per cent on your in-
Hereford bulls, also hay vestment - also have
and wheat stra.W....001___ in c °me property
901-247-5487. „. , available in the form of
14 rental units filled to
BLACK ANGUS bull. capacity...100 per cent
Serviceable age. Also financing
',..corn fed steer for • avullabla....Call us






Grain fed freezer beef







I s' Your Property Wo Os Us
SOS Maio Se. 7534101
Hornbuckle's Barber Shop
Open Weekdays
• Mon -Wed 8-1
Closed On Thursdays
Fri I at 8-2 30
.,•Fictit• Cuts •Shoves
209 Walnut Street




Minimum 2 years technical school or equivalent
applied electronics and electro-mechanical. Ex-
-per-ience required. Must hare- thorough -
knowledge of video circuitry, electro-
mechanical servo systems, computer 'ITL logic
circuits, flow • chart interpretation, oc-
tal/hexadecimal computer programming. Must
have ability to repair video tape records, Singer
Phatonibt computers, computer editing ter-
minals, . display and, printing electronic
calculators. Contact office of Persennel Ser-
- vices, MSU, 7624148. '
EODALpPPQRTUNTI'YE31121,0TER
Dixieland Center, Murray, Ky.
- Six Operator Salon
Nat to Murray Slate University_ _ .
For Attire . riformatiriti Call
WILSON
The Moe Mearance
lei Estate Apacy, ha. Ms
*it Itit
aide mods for woot
Ilm! Iwo a Wry as
. _-
Z1978 United Feature SyndieeW Inc
49 Used Cars & Trucks




air, AM-FM radio, tape
deck. Sacrifice. $2450.00.
Call 953-7699 after 6 p.m.
1973 3/4 TON Heavy' duty-
Dodge Club , cab. Cali at 753-2310 for free
roofing, siding. The753-7370 or 753-01M. estimates. BUILDING,• - -•----Itoallest' to the most REMODELING, block1970 FORD VAN - 
BY 
7 _complete Job.. Call 4.3?_:ying and roofing. 20Customized, 40,000, -GU1TEJUNG .--'
Sears continuous gutters ,, • ---- _i_years experience., Callmiles, automatic shift,
SHARP. Call 753-6328. installed . per your JACKSON punausit • Duncan and Gardner
epeCifications. Cali Insulation / Farpenter Service. .y.4-bl
51 Services Offered 51 Serw.ces Offered
wet basements
-ELECTRIC WIRING , ' • "
home and industrial, air .MOBILE HOME AN- WET BAS'E)TENT? We
.-conditioning, and.----z:011011S, thinderpinning, make..
refrigeration, heating, _:_awnings, carports and dry, work Yeompletfly
Call 474-8841. 
roofs sealed. Call Jack guaranteed. Call or
Glover 753-1873 after 5 p.
IN SULATIM BLOWN in --lb. or weekend.
by Sears save on these  
high heat and cooling D AND J Contractors.bilLs. Call Doug Taylor
Remodeling, repairs,
write Morgan Con-
struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7926.











"NONSENSE. EVER•(oN'E ACCEFT'S  
753-
6648. 
CREDIT CAR95." - -!1972 CUTLASS, air
condition; power brakes,
COMMERCIAL 
„l d engine. 4500. Calla
2/17 or 751-0066.
PROPERTY for sale.
Located on South 12th ATTRACTIVE NEW. 3 1945 FORD two ton truck.
Street. Ideal location for ibedr1114- base 
with 
2-1 Midwest bed' 920 tires'
11=11111111
44. Lets For Sale
OAK ESTATES, 125 x 200
_ Call 753-9706 or. 753-9422.
45 Farms For Sale
- SELL YOUR FARM
through Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main. We
have had many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact us at 753-
1222. Also if you have
been wanting to pur-
chase acreage, contact
us for an update on
properties listed for sale
in Calloway County. We
at Kopperud Realty
provide a complete
range of Real Estate










Wooded 1 acre lot,
commerically zoned.
Only $29,900. Call or
come by 105 N. 12th
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 753-8080.
1Guy Spann RealtyYour Key PeopleIn Reel Estate753 7724901 Sycamore Worm, Ky.
 Ia
48 ACRES located east of
Puryear, Tn. on black
top road. This can be
bought for less than
$600.00 per acre. About
55 acres are tendable.
Nearly 75 per cent of the
farm has gird barb wire
fencing. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505






FOR SALE RV OWNER -






horses. Four miles from,
Murray and 4 miles Ky.
Lake. Owner will con-
:ander travel trailer as
down payment. Call 753-
7450. Priced in low 29's.








Gas furnace heat, near
SOuthside Shopping




BY OWNER - 3 bedroom
britk, 11/2 baths, large
kitchen-den, 3 walk in
closets, wall to wall
----. Erpet-Dev!ly painted
inside, economical







40. Homes for Sale
restaurant, or any retail baths, family room, Sharp. Fred or Carl
business. This is a 137' x kitchen with dining_ Wheeler, Cuba, call 1-
183' lot, prime business area. Two car garage_.. 382-2371.
location. Phone Kop- and energy efficient 
perud Realty, 753-1222 heat--PlunP!`fiziced 
to 
MANS/ shal13.for More information. sell' Wirer 4115'. 753-38724i...39ccr-
1972 MERCURY 2 doot,
FIVE ROOMS and bath in automatic, vinyl top,
Hardin, Ky. Reasonable 4995. 1972 V.W. 311
down payment. Monthly SquarebacklitItilffiltk.
payments like rent. Call 8995- Call 469.2595-
1-898-3301. • . ------FENCE-SALES- at -Sears
MOVING MUST SELL, now. Call Doug Taylor- 1969 GMC. truck. V4, at 753-2310 for free .
1975 856 NORTON • long - bed. . Good 'eon-
.
__ _b. free estimates.
- ""wujel"neY.- . Call 759.
LICENSED .ELEC- 
StyrofoamSEPTIC TANK PUM-
dentRelacaml and „ T
RICIAN prompt ecPoiNmmGerReciat
753-6933. _ ficient ,service-N2.- 
Insulated Aluminum
too small. Call 
Siding
IXtLY011; need stumps
- --removed from your yard  te, 7534:164:15.
'or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,









needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lone.  Phone 7518669 or
47 Motorcycles
dition, Call after 5:30motorcycle. Has only _.,53.155e.
200 miles. $1,400. Cull '
753-6564. . ,
- 1974 ClIkAtOLET Vs ton
19nrilestio. 
$500. Call 
ca36110t 7953_00. -__:ptr4,erpobrakweres steering,
miles.
456z. 
49 Used Cars I T;ucks
170 BU1CTL ELECTRA 2
door hardtop. Has all
extras. Also has new set
--of tires. $850.00. Call 753-
6564.
1976 CHEW CA- PRICE,
fully equipped. Extra
nice. A-1 condition. -
Priced- for quick aale.
Call after 5 p.m. 753-
2858.
1971 CHEVROLET
Caprice All power, air,
AM-FM radio, good
condition. Call 753-1262.





truck, good used truck.
Call 753-9390.
1977 DATSC7s1 280Z. Can
be seen at 412 N. 7th
Murray. $6500.
SPEAKING OF MARBLE
Oh, we were. Isn't everyone?
They say. . everywhere you go you
hear about the fantastic things being
done with it today. You be in the
know.
Come see it all at
Thornton Tile
and Marble
QualiR that will please"
612 So. 9tli 753-5719
1977 Jeep CJ 7 newer
.oiferbit 
MO-Worley.
"like new. One all 
iTiiinInum topper- -foe
long ',Reel 'base, NW






_door, all power. 48,000
miles. $650. Call 436-
2427.
1976 SPORTS FURY, air,
power steering, mags.
Good condition. Call 753-
6273.




1966 BUICK Le Sabre.
$150 or best offer. Runs
good. Can be seen
between 4 and 6, 1105
Olive.
1965 FORD PAftti,ANE.-
Good condition. Call 753-
7352.




new radial tires, extra
clean. Call 7534647.





%37 after 6 p.m.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall












Company Inc. Air con-








steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mile'age.
Ashley wood ttave'
without jacket. Call 436-
51. Services Offered
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
 BUNGALOW --wimmismommorr
Justirsreinhis extremely neat and attractive 2 WS WORK, mirrors,
bedroom brick home in Lynn Grove Recently
redecorated home on large lot and located only 8







lieorge Gallagher 753-1121 Geri Andersen 7)3-7932






dow glass aid glass











.. • Cut Nee Cute
en solliSornifte
(Overhang and eves on brick
WILL HAUL ANY type of . homes)
white rock, rip rap, and Far Free Estimates
sand. Lime, sawdust or fel (after 5 p a.) 1-r--
decorative rock. Also SSW/
free estimates.. .„40 .•
driveway and parking r 
lots. Call Roger Hutson,
13-6763.
!Pm: mit OLD long
WATCH AND_ CLOCK hired black -female
repliring. All Ind. dog: -Nati Malamute..
gUaranteed. Call 759- Husky, half German
1211. Shepard. Affectionate,
 • good-with children. Dog
















• RIK/aisles Its own heat output.
Won't overheat -
even when overlapped
Needs no thermostat' Use
ton any pipe-even plastic
. Cut it to any length.
• Precut lengths of Frostex





-Vole Maly ham is legated last en 121 teseb as am extra lame hi. ItycOselsobaso far a islet
away stasephere mit unisateli from tens, Ms way be lb. Issaelor we Mos than %MAO It
yes wish eilltiesai int ennstien, as oppeinment I. an this bane please ad 733-72L1 "Mel











202 S. 4th St.
753-3263 Anytime
_
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I Deaths and Fur'—FeTilials
•
Eor Mrs,Waldrup _ 4.5; Dies Friday,. _
. as
-Services for Mrs. Columbus. al Ttesd ._ _Wee._ .Bogard ) Waldrup of Funer ay
Murray Route Three will be would increase tension in the
-held today at two p. m. at the union's national strike.-.
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman However, the head of the state
Funeral Home with Bro. police believes the
Harold lryan and Bro. C. G. provocation that led to the
Morrow officiating. The song shooting may have been unre-
service will be by singers from, lated to the strike.
the Friendship Church of Mack Lewis, 65, of Pre-
••••••
Wayne Gammons, 45, of 500
Cherry Street, Murray, 'died
Friday at the Union County
Hospital, Morganfield. Mr.
Gammons was an employee of
the Breckinridge Job Corps
Center. -
He is sii_rtved. by his wife,
where GatilfTtoftS, II ton bufg, Ky., cube of about lbappen. With a.labor dispute,_L_LI3ohert Carter, priaddent of governor_and UMW per-member, and the untpri Hill daughter. Linda, and three six men picketing the non- -lioth sides get mad. We could -UMW District 30, said the sonnel," Hall added, "and we-.Chu-Mt, of -Christ-. - • sons, DWayne-; -A lien and union Diamond Coal Co. near -have'. a storm on the:PA" --shooting was likely to increase cot:Ain-Fie daily eti,in-
ive-abbiRiearer31--be--Atgie;•att of the home address-- lye! in Floyd County, was allot -Seutrina said. - - - tenadun among, . striking inimical:tons. The 'governor
--/et17 wrst. ̀1,ori"t7-01:Tri39.--Surrtveirs- atm..) inchide--Otr-sevemi- -FfiduYv --aa• •fie--ordered-Andereini-beld-tnineml.- -- --designated me as his haieon-
_grandchild and two aunts, parently after he and a wat. and I believe I have open corn-
Mrs. Connie Hardin and Mrs. chilaan . argued, said Capt.
Cedelia Grogan. Walter Sims of the state
Funeral services will be Police. • • • - - • - --
held Tuesday at 2 p. m. at the The watchman, 'Ralph
MC -Horeb Free Will Baptist - _Anderson, 41)-.±nas arrested
Church with the Rev. Richard - 'And charged_ with Ilitirder,
1/rew offtctattngs'Arivake will - - - rami-said.
be held from 7 p.m. till 8 p. m. John- G..-4;harles, executive
vice president of Diamond
Coal Co., said Friday night in
a statement that the' incident




captain of the Murray Police
Department, died at six a. m.
Friday at the Baptist
Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
Tn. He was 59 years of age and
had been ill since Dec. 28 When
he was stricken while at-
tending services at the
Memorial Baptist Church,
where he was a member.'
Mr. Witherspoon was em-
ployed in the Security
Department of Fisher Price
Toys at the time of his death.
He was a member of the
Fraternal Order of Police.
Born April- 21, 1918, in Cald-
well-County, he was the son of
Mrs. Frances Fletcher
Witherspoon, who survives,
and the late Charles
•Witherspoon.
He is survived by his wife,
Robbie Adams
, Witherspoon, 301 South Sixth
Street, Murray, to whom he
was married on Dec. 9, 1939;
his mother, Mrs. Witherspoon,
Princeton; one son, Joe Pat
Witherspoon, 1101 Main
Street, Murray; two grand-
children. Tammy and Kelly
Witherspoon; four sisters,
Mrs. Claude Storms, Prin-
ceton, Mrs. Grace McGowen,
llopkinsville, Mrs. Bill Lip-
ford, St. Louis, Mo., and Mrs.
Agnes Moore; three brothers,
• Home and Finis Witherspoon,
Gary, Ind., and Charles
Witherspoon, Louisville.
The funeral will be held
Sunday at two p. m. at the
TTchapel of the J1 H. Churchill
_Funeral Home with the Rev.
-Jerrell White officiating and
the Rev. Ron Hampton
providing the music and song
, service. Burial will follow in
the Murray Memorial Gar-
dens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
'— LAKE DATA
Kentucky Liake, 7 a. in;
up.1-.
Below dam-306.9.. down .3.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.-m . 354.5,
up, .1.
Below darn 317.9, down 1.1.
Sunset 4 55 Sunrise 7.11a.
m.
An official If the 'United
Mine Workers anion says the
fatal shooting of a retired coal
miner in eastern Kentucky
would aiipear— to he strike re- bialon miners) 
led. - _ Ark over the picket lines."
-But there is a strong possIK Jack Hall, a carrell aide,
batty that the strike didn't said Carter's letter didn't
have anything to do with tha-menthia the -hiring of gaards.
— 
To Tension
Kenny Darnell.' Jerry Weaver;
Nick Horton, and Jerry
Overby. Honorary pallbearers
will be Bob York, David
Bogard, Jimmy Bogard,
- Riuidy _Wright, Harold
--and Joe Rudolph. Interment
wiii- follow in the Murray
Memorial- Gardens.
Mrs. Waldrop, age 41,
operator of the York Spring
Company, died unexpectedly
at six a. m. Thursday at the..
Parkview Hospital, Nashville,
Tn. Born April 21, 1936, in
Marshall County, she was the
daughter of Roy Bogard,- who
survives, and Jewel Parrish
Bogard who died April 25,
1970.
She is survived by her
hustland, Columbus, to whom
she was married Dec.A, 1954;
her- father, _-Roy _Bogard,
-Murray Route Three; two
daughters, Mrs. Randy
Wright, Murray, - and Miss
Denna Gaye Waldrup, Murray
Route Three; two sisters, Mrs.
James York, South Elgin, Ill.,
-and Mrs.
Almo Route One; one brother,
Troy Bogard, 'Murray Route
Three.
J. H. Witherspoon
Dies Friday, Ritres• Robbie Hale, Vickie Chad-- 




Wyatt. Randall Underhill will
be the bus driver for January.
On Wednesday the teachers
and officers will meet at 6:30
p. m. followed by prayer
seryice and youth study group
meetings at seven p. m.
Monday at the Church. Burial
will be in Murray Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
Rutledge Funeral Home after
3 p. m. Sunday.
Grace Church To MeMorial Church To
Hear Rev. Burpoe Install Deacons
Regular worship services
will be held Sunday, Jan. 8, at At Sunday Service
10:45 a.m. and 5)30 p. m. at the
Grace Baptist church, South
-Ninth Street, Murray-, with the
pastor, the Rev. R. J. Burpoe,
as the speaker.
Ronald Hardison, interim
music director, will direct the
music and song service with
Dwane Jones as organist and
Anita Un e as
Sunday SchoolwW be at 9:45
a. m: With Steve Smotherman
as superintendent and in
charge. of the bulletins
Josephine Manning- is
secretary.
Nursery workers will be
0 . IS
Two new deacons of the
Memorial Baptist_ Church, J.
T. Lee and Bob lough, will be
ordained at 2:30 p. m. on
Sunday, Jan. 8, at the church
in a special service of or-





The Rev. Robert E. Farless,
associate minister of the First
United Methodist Church; will
speak at the 10:50 a.m, wor-
ship services on Sunday, Jan.
8, at the church. His subject
will be "Catch The Little
Foxes."
Paul Shanan will be in
chargeof the song service and
direct the chancel choir as
they sine the anthem,
"Eternal Praise," with Mrs.
Richard Farrell as organist.
Greeters will be Mr. and Mrs.
Buron Jeffrey.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a.m. Youth Choir will meet at
4:30p.m. and Children's Choir
at 5:30 p.m.
Dr. and Mrs. Sam Duvall
will be in charge of the snack
supper for the United
Methodist Youth Fellowship
at 5:30 p.m. Sunday with both
the Junior and Senior UMYF
programs at six p.m.
The first rally for the
Capital Fund Drive of the
Memphis Conference will be
held at the First United
Methodist Church, Jackson,
Tn., from 3:30 to five p.m. The Jean Flelning will be
churclutital .1,caVe,A __worship leader, Tracey
church parking lot at r: 30 p.m. ' Eldredge will be candle
for local persons desiring to lighter, and Mrs. Clyde Jones
attend. and Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
• The First United Methodist Scott will be greeters.
• • • •
She eiwnpany
does not believe the shooting
"is related to picketing
because the company has not
been loading or shipping coal
and was not on this date." actual provocation. There Hall said state police have not
After a 'hearing, District -may be some history that may escorted non-union miners
Judge Harold Stumbo at Pre. totally remove this incident across'. picket lines, though
stonsburg ordered' Anderson from a strike context," he they have been on hand at
taken to the Fayette County said. mine entrances to prevent
Jail at Lexington, about 100 Brandenburgh said he could trouble..
miles away • • not comment on specifics of • 'There have been several
• "You don't know what could the investigation. - meetings between the
-aged four coal trucks in the
back lot of. the Dale .Bland
Trucking Co. in Boonville,
Ind., authorities said. Com-
pany officials estimated
damage to the trucks at
$15,000: 
.
Truck drivers said people in
the crowd smashed wind-
shields, truck lights and
slashed tires, preventing the
trucks from making their runs
to a plant in Evansville, Ind.
No one was arrested.
State Police Commissioner
Kenneth Brandenburgh said
later that the quarrel that led
to the shooting at Preston-
sburg apparently started as
Lewis was Carrying Coffee' and
sandwiches to the picket line
at the Diamond Coal Co. mine,
which has not operated since
the strike began.
Brandenburgh said the
a irn t hi ye been 
Baptist Convention and third related to the coal strike.
pastor of Memorial Church -On theSurface, he told re-
41942-43 ) as the sermon porters at the state Capitol, "ft
speaker.
stalled along with re-selected P.res.byterians To.
The two men will be in-
deacons; Starkie Colson and
Joe Morton, .to serve the next Install Elders At
three years as active deacons .
of the church. The church
pastor, the Rev. Jerrell White,
inviteiSifib lic to attend, An ordination-and- in-
Regular worship services stallation of four new elders of
will be held at 10:50 a. m. and the First Presbyterian
seven p. m. with the pastoras Church, 16th and Main
the speaker. His subjects . Streets, Murray, will be held
be "The Beginning of Sin: The - at the close of the 10:45 a. in.
Great Fall" with scripture worship service on Sunday.
from Genesis 2-3 and "God's Jan. Et.
First Question To Man" with The newly elected elders for
scripture from Genesis 3:9-13, the class of 1980 are Harry
4:6-10. Conley, Red Howe, Helen
Lester Garland, deacon of Kline, and E. K. Stacey.
the week, will assist in the The church pastor, the Rev.
service with the minister of Buzz flabatin, will speak on
music, the Rev. Ron Hamp- the subject, "The Challenge to
ton, in charge of the song Commitment" with scripture
service. Margaret Wilkins will from Joshua 24, Genesis 28:10-
be organist and Diane Dixon 19, I Samuel 6:10-15, and
will be pianist. Matthew 16:13-19. The
Church teaching will be kit -children's sermon will be by
9:40 a. m. Sunday with Elbert the pastor.
Thomason ad director and The choir, directed by
Church Training at six p m. Kathy Mowery- with Lisa
with J. T. Lee as director. Slater as organist, will sing
.,the anthem, "The Gift of
Love."
• Sunday School will be at 9:30
a. in. Sunday. Meetings on
Wednesday will be adult choir
?rehearsal at 6:30 p. m., senior
high gr6up and session







without bond until being ire- • don't know how they're
turned to Stumbo's court for a going to react, but I don't
hearing early next week, think that this guard shooting
In another incident Friday,----this-man is- going to help
about 200 UMW miners dam- matters one bit," Carter said.
•-- - T:.here's no dotibt these fel-
lows -( strikers) are gain& to
-Trontinue to picket, -end ffiey
are not going to go out and let
a fellow shoot and kill one of
our ITII!iind just stand by," he




sides in the strike.
Carter said he had asked
Carroll in a letter last month
to meet with him anit other
union officials. "If' he had
talked to us I believe we could
have prevented this," Carter
said.
said iheThaiion officials
Would have suggested that the
governor not allow coal com-
panies to hire armed guards,
and "that the state police not
escort these fellows (non-
Baptist Church
To Hold Services
The First Baptist Church
will hear the pastor, the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker; speak on
"Wait!" With scriptare from




music, will direct the Church
Choir in a special selection
with Joan Bowker as organist
and Alene Knight as pianist.
G. T. Moody, minister of
education, and M. C. Garrott,
deacon..of the week, will assist
in the services.
At the seven p. m. services
the Rev. G. T. Moody will
speak on the subject, "The
Power to' Forgive" with
scripture from 'Mark 2:1-12.
Dr. Whittaker will present the
church at the ordination of
Randy Sorrow, minister of
education at the local church,
at Decatur. Ga., his home
church on Sunday night.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a. m. and Church Training at
six p. m.
. Volunteer .,nursery workers
will be 'Mr, and Mrs Ray
Clark, Mrs. Bobby McDowell,
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Settle, Mrs.
Durwood Beatty, Miss Lynne
Beatty, Miss Carol Sears,
Mrs. Joe Reicroat, Miss Karen




gh said he. did -
not plan to. assign additional
state police to the area and
added, -We hope this tragic
inaldent will not spark further
acts of violence."
Lewis' bady was taken to the
Hall Brothers Funeral Home
at Martin where a spokesman,
Vernon Stumbo, said funeral
arrangements would be com-
pleted today.
Stumbo said Lewis was stir.
vived by Ms wife, _ Ruby
-Trimble-- -Lewis, -three
brothers, lour sister sOhe ye-
kt3 bur Lg. lig
stepchildren and 24 grand-




BOSTON ( AP) - The Mash-
pee Indians say they'll keep
fighting for their claim to land
worth at least $30 million in
their Cape Cod village. On
Friday, an all-white jury
denied the existence of the
Mashpees as a tribe, the fact
the Indians 'had tried to prove
in a 10-week hearing. The
Mashpees claim they are
descended from a tribe iti
existence at least since 1665.
They said land was taken
illegally from the tribe in 1870
when thiMassachusetts
Legislature-- incorporated
Mashpee as a town, violating a
1790 federal act requiring
congressional approval.
Federal Judge Walter Jay
Skinner  withheld flnal
judgment and has scheduled a
hearing Jan. 20 to hear more
arguments from both sides.
He also has held over the jury.
Bro John Dale To
INTERNATIONAL
BEIRUT, Lebanon ( AP) -
President Elias Sarkis says he
won't allow Palestinians to es-
tablish permanent set-
tlements on Lebanese soil as
part of a Mideast peace plan.
An estimated -2 • million
Palestinians fled into exile
when Israel declared its in-
dependence in 1948, anff about
400,000 now live in refugee
camps in Lebanon. They form
the backbone of Yasir Arafat's
Palestine Liberation
Organization, which calls for
the destruction of Israel.
-BANGKOK, Thailand (AP)
- Cambodian-Vietnamese
border fighting has tapered off
and Hanoi's forces may be
consolidating their positions
incide Cambodia. Thai in-
lielligence sources said today.
Cambodia has claimed major
battlefield successes against
the Vietnamese, but Western
analYsts say these reports are
exaggerated and may indicate
a sense of desperation. They
also say their reports indicate•  
Speak At Services that tt ;vastly superior
.• ' -Vietnamese have--badly
"The Most Important Office mauled the Cambodiant and
on Earth" will be the subject may have seized a key
of the sermon by Bro. John Cambodian town. The
Dale at the 8:30 and 10:40--a, analysts responded after
in.- --wit-ship services An Cambodia claimed Friday its
Sunday, Jan. 8, at the Seventh -forces had killed or wounded
and Poplar Church of Christ. more than 40,000 Vietnamese
His scripture will be from Acts in four months of border
20:28. fighting between the two
At the six p. m. service Bro.
Dale will speak on the subject,
"Spiritual Nostalgia" with
Jeremiah 6:16 as the scrip-,
ture.
Assisting in the services will
be Johnny Bohannon, Owen
Moseley, Jerry Humphreys,
Ray Karraker, Charles Reed,
Randy Wright, Jerry Bolls,
Huie Suffer, Gary Lamb,
Amos Hill, Don Moseley,
Tommy Carraway, and E. C.
Wallin.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Don Roberson,
Joe Thornton, Ted Howard,
and Kenneth Grogan. Wayne
Hopkins, Gary Lamb, Bob
LaMastus, and James Lamb
will serve on the Extension
Department.




BUDAPEST, Hungary ( AP)
Secretary of State Cyrus R.
Vance discusses -Hungary's
request for most-favored-
nation trading status today
after formally returning the
iloly Crown of St. Stephen to
the nation._ Vance was meeting
with Foreign Minister Frigyes
Puza to talk about the issue,
which involves preferential
U.S. treatment for goods from
this Communist country. He




was flown in from Washington
Thursday night. Vance
arrived Friday from Paris,
where he had been with
President Carter.
By FJL Blasingame, M.D
Dangerous New Drug
Q: Mrs. B.,H., who lives
in a smalPeoriununity. not
far from a large city, ex-
press concern about re-
ports thateveral • high
school students have gone
off their rockers" and
"done harmful things to
other persons."
According to Mrs. B. H., -
Church building at Greenfield, Elders serving will beDr. A. 'These students are - sup-
Tn., where the Rev. Mickey .H. Titsworth and Lyle
Carpenter, former associate Underwood. Henry Fulton, B.
minister of the Murray First D. Hall, John Hall, Coleman
Church, is pastor, was
destroyed by fire. The entire
library of Rev. Carpenter was
"The Paradox - Of the _
Beatitudes" will be the sub-
ject of the sermon by the Rev.
Dr. David C. Roos, minister of
the First Christian Church
(Disciples of -Christ.) at the
10:45 a. m. worship services
on Sunday, Jan. 8, at the
church.
The chancel choir, directed
by Margaret Porter with Jane
Hutson as organist, will sing
the anthem, -Be. Thou My
Vision."
posed to be taking a pow-
der known as 'angel dust'
that is worse in its effects
And an marijuana.McKee!, Dan McKeel,  
Sfie-wants ro-kiiow if it isRobert Puttoff will serve as
a new narcotic. She thinks-*
certain animals.
'Angel dust' can be
made easily from readily
available chemicals and is
now being widely manu-
factured illegally in
'home' laboratories and
sold all across the nation at
prices that are cheaper
than those for other
-street' druUs•
- Parents, school authori-
Services Planned,
destroyed by the flames and The flowers wW be for the 
it has been brought to her - Epiticopal Churchtown from the City.persons desiring to help in saanctuary will be ftn•nished-- -dit-igibourwa-
acquiring more -books for hia- by Mr*. Kirk-Fleet-in memory-mu • latest.....7-mo g,--gar-serviceslibrary may send a check to of her husband,KirkPool• -Truk fad among teen-agers- will be held af :-45-1.iii. onthe church_xciarked for this ---.3kay School will be at 9:,30 and some adults._ ..The. sundaY. Jim 8, at the St•purpose, a church spokesman a. m. The God and Country chemical is phencyclidine, - John's Episcopal Church,said. Award Class with Dr. Roos and it has a number of main and Broach Streets,will meet at 4:30 p. m., and slang, street names amoug- Murray, with Anita Burt as
Junior Choir practice With which are "angel dust,"-




1:v1r:teed- erTred Ray .R odstedepnheans
picked up kept screaming
-Davenport vicar of the -31144.: my partner had,Squad will meet with Ruth ltlistfTt is a white Powder - church. Jurhed into a giant bat."_
Perkins, and at six p. m. the and can be taken by
Senior Youth Group will meet mouth, smoked, or rnject- Heather Doyle and Tan Sometimes, "angel dust"
ed. is taken without knowing
This drug was investi- 
Burchfield will be ushers, and
it. Occasionally, it is
with Gary Martin. i
services will be held Cindy Hale will be in charge of 
dusted or soaked into marl-
Vesper
in. gated by researchers as anat the church at six p. • anesthetic in the 1950's hut 
tilt nursery. 'Church School
juana leaves. When thefollowed by the meeting of the I PRICE/VALUEDODGE OMNICONING SOONJIM FAIN MOTORS• • had to be abandof ...Pnderdhi°flea willf 011 0w elevenm smoker thinks that he is, *dell alk1:30 tr. m. and the-- - • - - t,r- • • •cause • rvcs_litircli board meetlog4iLe tintr.suie.4eff e Epiphany seibeat at the church at 7:30 p Mes were smoking only marijuana.
ties, police, and the Fed-
eral Drug Enforcement
Agency view this current
drug fad as an extremely
serious and undesirable
development. The effects
of "angel dust" are highly
variable. They vary from
producing a "high" or
somewhat pleasant 'float-
ing' feeling to complete
loss of contact with reality
(much like a person crazy
from schizophrenia ).







tions are not unusual. In a
recent issue of 'U.S. News
& World Report," a Detroit
policeman was quoted as
follows: 'One boy we
• 
- church fi Wiary at seven t (9446-41.tik..44ior ••• be may also 
be inhaling
oday or Its e eds. on °II !lid"' Ian. 6.. • • P• - -
Youngsters who are
looking for a "trip" should
be 'cautioned that "angel
dust' may cause a highly
unpleasant and potentially
dangerous experience and
bring on sensations and
behavior that may be seri-
ously harmful to the user
and to other persons.
Parents, educators,-
paree, and the mass com-
munication media need .to
accept some responsibility
to try to educate the public,
especially younger per-
sons, about the possible
damage that can come to
them and others from 'an-
gel dust." • ,
Meanwhile, _Harlan Cir t
. Judge Sal Douglass issued a
restraining order Friday •
-night, limiting to 10 the.,„
number of pickets at the--,
Harlan Cumberland Coal Co.
prohibited at the mine and
The —ClOniPanY had asked
that all picketing- be
that UMW members be
prevented from "directly or
indirectly interfering with the
business" of the company. :-- -
Douglass also c--7ratIp u ed-T-
provisions- Of a rentamhiing
oral' issued Thiiay night
which prohibits *heti from
using force or threats or
forcing coal truck drivers to
dump their loads.
In West Virginia, organ-
izational meetings are
planned Sunday for a car











Williamson, pastor of the
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church, will speak at both the
eleven a.m. and seven p.m._
se.rvices on Sunday,
Jan. 8, at the church. Gerald
Cooper, deacon of the week,
will assist in the services.
"Hallelujah For The Cross"
will be the selection by the
-Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
as pianist and Judy Hughes as
organik., Mr. Scott will also
sing a solo.
The Youth Choir will meet
at 5:30 p.m. for practice and
will sing in the evening ser-
vice... •
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m. and Church _Training at
six p.m.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mr. and Mrs. Larry





Christ wiffriear Bro. Kenneth
Hoover speak at-the 10:30 a.
m. and six p.m. worship
services on Sunday, Jan. 8.
His topics will be "Resolutions
of Eternal Value" with
scripture from Philippians
3:2-16, and "A Time Of
Opportunity" with scripture
from Galatians 6:1-10.
Assisting in the services will
be Ernie Bailey, Robert
Hendon, George Gallagher,
Larry Dunn, Rob tingles, W.
H. Brooks, and Cliff Cochran.
Jack Wilson, James Felt-
ner, Mark Ails, Terry Smith,
Duane Dycus, Tim Feltner,
Jimmy West, David Taylor,
and Harold Grogan will be in
char-0 of The Lord'a Sapper.
Nursery supervisors will be
Martha Ails, Earline Doran,
Linda Hodge, and Ann Brooks.
Bible Study will be at 9:30 a.
m. on Sunday. Boys and girls
training classes will be held
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